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LIST OF SnWBCS

Stress

Tangential or hoop stress

a. Radial stress

Axial or longitudinal stress

E Strain

C9  Tangential strain

Cr Radial strain

£ Axial strainA

rl Radius of bore

r2 Radius of outer diameter

r Somne intermediate radius

K Diameter ratio, r2 r

Kt Total diameter ratio

A Radius of elastic-plastic boundary

_n Plastic diameter ratio,Aý /r 1

Yield stress ini tension

Ultimate tensile strength

y~ Yield stress in shear

E Young's elastic modulus

V Poisson's ratic,

u Radial displacement

P1  Internal pressure

P External pressure
0



P12  Interface pressure between elements 1 and 2

P Pressure at initial yield or re-yield

Ultimate or rupture pressure

•PC Ccmplete overstrain or collapse pressure

1PA 00 percent autofrettage pressure ( a- Or = -

SP Specific value of pressure

t Wall thickness

SS Radial interference

0c Semi-angle of sectors of segmented cylinder

Strain hardening exponent

SUBSCRIPTS

e Elastic region

p Plastic region

R Residual
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THE DESIGN OF PRESSURE VESSELS FOR VERY HIGH PRESSURE OPERATION

ABSTRACT Cross-Reference Data

This report is a review of the theory and prac- Pressure vessels

t ice of pressure vessel design for vessels operating Design

in the range of internal pressures from 1 to 55 High pressure

kilobars (approximately 1S,000 to 800,000 psi) and Thick walled Cyiinders

utilizing fluid pressure media. The fundamentals of Autofrettage

thick walled cylinder theory are reviewed, including Pressure seals

elastic and elastic-plastic theory, multi-layer

"cylinders and autofrettage. The various methods of

using segmented cylinders in pressure vessel design

are reviewed in detail.

The factors to be considered in the sel]ction of

suitable materials for pressure vessel fab

are discussed. These factors include strength,

toughness and environmental factors. A brief review

of the materials currently available is also included.

The report also includes a discussion of pressure

seals and closures suitable for use in this pressure

range and of methods of supporting the end closures

of the vessel.
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I. INTRODTJCTIM~

The study of material behavior under Dressure is of interest

to investigators in a wide variety of disciplines. However, regardless

of the specific area of interest, the first requirements of any investi-

gator in this field are a suitable vessel to contain the required

pressure and the specific experiment, and a means of penerating the

pressure.

Static pressures in excess of 150 kb have been produced for

the purpose of studyin, their effect on materials and various physical

and chemical phenomena. However, when the pressure exceeds approximately

30 to 40 kb, the stress levels involved and the problems of sealing

and solidification of the pressure transmitting media necessitate the

use of solid transmittinp media syrtoms such as the belt, tetrahedron

and various special piston and cylinder or anvil devices. Since the

subject of mechanical properties at high pressure normally implies

hydrostatic pressure, this discussion of pressure vessels and equipment

will be linmited to those devices using gaseous or fluid pressure media.

The specific type -f hirh pressure syteM required by. the

investigator depends, of course. n•n the exneriment being c:,nducted. It

would not be possible nor worth hile to consider the details of all of

the types of systems used or nrc-posed fc-r use. However, all types of

r_
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systems consist basically of one or more pressure cylinders along with

associated closures, seals, pistons and mechanical or hydraulic force

generating systems. Therefore, they are all based on similar principles

of design. The main purpose of this report then will be to present

the philosophy of pressure cylinder design with brief mention of such

subjects as pressure generation, closures and pistons, and materials

selection. The aim is to present the information in a form usable to

all investigators regardless of their specific pressure system require-

ments.
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II. THEORY OF PRESSURE CYLIDER DESIGN

The desien of pressure vessels fcr oper'ation at very high

pressures is a complex problem involving many considerations including

definition of the operating and permissible ._'ress levels, criteria of

failure, material behavior, etc. For the purpo3e of developing the-

design philosophy and the relative operational i.ittations of various

approaches, the elastic strength or yielding pressure of the vessel

will be used as the criterion of failure. It should be roted, however,

P that some designs can be used at pressures in excess of that at which

yielding of one or more components is predicted. Generally.- however,

the use of vessels beyond the yielding pressure will depend upon the

amount of plastic strain permissible and the ductility of the materials

involved.

As a means of presenting the theory of vessel design, the

simplest case of a residual stress-free monobloc cylinder will be

considered first. Next will be considered how the elastic operating

range can be extended by the use of residual stresses which counteract

the operating stresses. Finally, means for extending the elastic range

by various techniques including sesmenting and/or external support will

be examined.

7



A. Honobloc Cylinders Without Residual Stresses

The simplest form of a pressure cylinder is the so-called

thin-walled cylinder. Although, rigorously speaking, the only thin-

walled cylinder is a cylindrical membrane, a cylinder whose wall

thickness is small with respect to its radius may usually be considered

as a thin-walled cylinder for design purposes. Under ;e conditions

the tangential stress is assumed to be constant through the wall thick-

n ess and the radial stress is considered negligible. The tangential

or hoop stress is given by:
S} " Pirl .. .. . ... .z

t

If the cylinder has closed ends, the longitudinal stress is

given by: SZ=Pirl . . . .. (2)
2t

For cylinders of any significant wall thickness, the above

equations are approximate and should be used with caution. In case of

any question as to applicability of these equations, the thick-walled

cylinder equations, to be presented later, should be utilized. Since

the maximum operating pressure for a thin-walled cylinder is less than

0.5 kb which is well below the range of interest of this report, all

further discussion of pressure cylinders will be limited to thick-

walled cylinders.

For operating pressures in the range of interest of this report,

i.e., greater than 1 kb, the pressure vessel utilized will virtually

always be some form of a thick-walled cylinder. The elastic stresses

4
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in such a cylinder containing no residual stresses are given by the

Vall-known Lam equations. These equations are obtained by solution

of the differeniial equation obtained by summing forces in the radial

c irection on a differential element of the cylinder. This derivationS( 1
is given by moat standard texts on advanced strength of materials

and yields the following equations for the stresses resulting from

internal pressure:

Pi r22

Ire - ( -4-
Xr - K'- J-S~r22I 2 rr = Pi ( - 44. .. . .. (4)

These equations apply regardless of the condition of longi-

tudinal stress or end condition since they are derived directly from

equilibrium of forces in the radial direction and the longitudinal

stress has no component in the radial direction.

The longitudinal stress for the closed end condition (i.e.,

the pressure force on the end closures is supported by the cylinder

wall) is given by:

IT = zPi*0. (5)

The open end condition is that in which the pressure force on

the end closures is supported by some external structure such as a

press and in which the ends of the cylinder are free to move in the

longitudinal direction. For an elastic cylinder, this results in the

plane stress condition where:

0' .o ....
1z
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The pressure at which initial yielding will occur at the bore

surface of a monobloc cylinder is obtained by the incorporation of the

above equations into the appropriate yield criterion. The most

generally used yield criteria are the maximum shear stress or Tresca

and the strain energy of distortion or Maxwell-Mises.

ThM Tresca criterion, as related to a thick-walled cylinder,

is defined by the following equation:

2

However, shear yield strength data for materials is not usually avail-

able and it is commonly assumed that 2iy = cy. In terms of the tensile

yield stress then, the Tresca criteria become:

tr~-~j.=a ~ ~ . .. .(8)

Since for both the open and closed end condition the longi-

tudinal stress is the intermediate principal stress, the yield pressure

is obtained by substituting eqs. (3) and (4) with r rI into eq. (8)

which gives:
P K 1= •2 1 •(9)

y
The Maxwell4lises yield criterion is defined by the following

equation:
(• •) + • -•.Z2 + (dZ- c)2 2--* • 2 ,.,(0

0 - 2~ (10)

Substituting into eq. (10), eqs. (3) and (4) with r rl, and either

eq. (5) or (6) gives the yield pressure for the closed and open end

condition respectively:

6
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2

and

S--. . . . . . (12)

Nr3K +12

have shown that the Maxwell-Mises criterion az given by eqs. (11) and

(12) most accurately predict the actual yielding behavior of high!
2

strength alloy steel cylinders.

Crossland et al have shown that good agreement with experi-

mental results can be obtained for the closed end case by using eq.

(7) and a value of 'r determined from a torsion test. This gives:

"P• K2 - (13

Equation (13) is consistent with eq. (11) if the relationship

between a, and -y as predicted by the Maxwell-Mises yield criterion,

namely, L -/•'y, is utilized.

It can readily be seen that the strength of a monobloc

cylinder is not significantly affected by the end condition, particularly -

in the large diameter ratios and in the absence of any externaliy

applied longitudinal forces.

For diameter ratios greater than three, the values of bore stress

decrease only slightly with incre&sing diameter ratio. Therefore, in the

best case, the maximum yield pressure is only slightly greater than one-

half the yield strength, regardless of diameter ratio. This can be seen -

[ 7
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in the lower cturve of Fig. 3. The effe:ts of exceeding -he yield

pressure, and the fracture or rupture characteristics of monobloc

cylinders will be subsequently discussed,

The operating pressure limitations of a monobloe cylinder

can be overcome partly by some technique which will produce a compres-

sive tangential stress in the material at the bore. This will tend to

counteract the hii-h tennile stress due to internal pressure and thus

increase the pressure required to produce yie!ding.

The two general approaches that cmn be utilized to produce this

compressive stress are Tesidual stresses and/Or variable external

restraint, which wiil now be discussed.

[K -



B. Residual Stresses

Many techniques have been utilized to produce favorable

residual stresses but only three have been used with any amount of

success. They are mul-i-layer construction, autofrettage and wrapping.

The latter technique consists of wrapping a thick-walled

cylinder with a high strength filament such as wire, tape, or fiber--

glass under tension to produce the desired compressive residual stress

in the cylinder. This technique has the advantage of using very high

strength materials that are often not available in other than wire or

filament form. It has not been extensively used in recent years, due

primarily to economic factors and problems in accurate control of the

residual stress magnitude. However, recent studies based on new

d-velopments in fiberglass filament winding indicate that fiberglass

filament winding of autofrettaged cylinders may offer significant

a-Ivantapes when vessel weight is a factor. However, this technique

has not been developed to a point of practical usefulness, and since

weight is not usually a serious problem, it will not be further

discussed.

The remainder of this discussion on techniques utilizing

residual stresses will, therefore, be restricted to multi-layer and

autofrettare.

• 9



-i Multi-layer Cylinders

Multi-layer cylinders are assembled so as to have an inter-

ference fit between the respective layers. This will result in compres-

sive residual stresses in the inner element and tensile residual

stresses in the outer element. The interference fit between layers

Smay be accomplished by heating and "shrinking on" of outer elements

havinp a bore diameter slightly smaller than that of the respective

inner element or by having matched tapers on the inside and outside

surface of the outer and inner elements respectively and forcing the

el.ments into each other by means of a press.

The resultant interface pressures, residual stresses, operat-

1finf stresses and the yielding pressure and location of the onset of

yieldins il-be a function of several variables. The most pertinent

-of these variables are the number of elements and their relative yield

strenrths and elastic -moduli, and the diameter ratios of the elements.

As an approach to presentint the design theory for multi-layer vessels,

the simplest case of a two element construction having equal strengths

and elastic moduli in the inner (liner) and outer (jacket) elem.ents

will be considered first. Followinr this, the two-element cylinder,

wherein the yield strenoths and elastic moduli differ between jacket

and liner, will be discussed. Finally, the question of a cylinder

consistinr of more than two layers will be considered.

10



a. Two-Alement cylinders - same material. The simplest and

most -enerally used form of the multi-layer vessel involves two elemert-s

consistinr of a .iacket and liner. For the case where the yield strenrth

and elastic roduli of the liner and jacket are the same, the resulting

interface pressure (P 1 2 ) between the two elerents, as given by Timoshenkc,

S~is:

S(122- r22 ) (r132- r 2
2 )2 2

2 2 2r 2
2 r 3

2 -r1 2 ) (14)

where subscript I -efers to the bore of the inner cylinder, subscript 2

refers to the interface and subscript 3 refers to the outside of the

outer cylinder. • is the initial radial interference prior to assembly.

The resultinc residual stresses can be determ.ined from the

above interface pressure aund the Lame ecuations. The residual stresses

ir the inner cylinder are r-iven by:

l -P12 K1 2 (1+ ) .... (15)

(1(l+ lT

K2  21 ~L
ri (KI 2 -I) r 2

= ~~~~-P,2 K,2(1-• .(•

- qwhere K1 is the diameter ratio of the inner cylinder. The stresses in

the outer c•,linder are given by eos. (3) and (4) lettinr K = K2 ,

P= 12 and usinr rI and r 2 for the outer cylinder.

To determine the elastic stress state in the composite

c:-linier when subjected to an internal pressure, the stresses produced

b-- the pressure are added to the residual stresses as riven in eas. (15)

N1
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and (16). The pressure stresses are computed frcm eqs. (3) and (4)

where K eqals the total diameter ratio for the composite cylinder

S(xr 3 /ri).

The yield pressure for a composite cylinder is obtained by

substitution of the sum. of the pressure and residual stresses into the

appropriate yield criterio as were given in eqs. (8) or (10). Based
4

on the work of Manning , the optimum design of a two elemeit vessel is

where the diameter ratio of the liner and jacket are equal and the

interface pressure is such as to result in simultaneous yielding at

the bore of the liner and jacket at the maximum elastic operating

pressure. This gives for the cordition of yielding at the bore of the

outer layer:

"'r P12  +i ~~K-K

Solving this equation for the interface pressure yields:

K-I K-I

The condition of yielding at the bore of the inner element

is given by:

2K2  2K
SK

2 - i P2 K- ( 2 " 9

Substituting PI2 frarm eq. (18) into eq. (19) yields:

K-i
Pi _2(2)

S• ~12

L- Ti



In terms of the Maxwell-•:ises yield criterion eq. (10), the
5

pressure required to produce yieldinr has been developed by the authors

and is riven by:

Py _42R + -)Q2 + .75 -3RZ2

2 . (21)
Q+ .75y2

1 KY1
where: Q

2 K 1

K-1/#3K 1

and K is the total liameter ratio. This equation is shown plotted in

Fi:. 3 where the elastic strength of a two-element cylinder may be

connared with that of a monobloc cylinder having no residual stresses.

This analysis has assumel that there are no longitudinal

stresses, i.e., r-z 0. Residual longitudinal stresses may result

4 from the shrinknrr operation and, in some cases, may be of sinifica-nt

ma-nitude. These stresses are a function of the length of the cylinders,

the coefficient of friction at the interface, and the way in which the

assembly operation is performed. Longitudinal pressure stresses will

exist in a closed end cylinder and their distribution will depend on

the method in which the end closures are attached to the vessel. In

view of the many variables and unknown factors involved with a deter-

nriatior of these lon.itudinal stresses, no detailed analysis of their

effect will be presented.

In reneral, the effect of lonritudinal stress on the yielding

pressure of a thick-walled cylinder is very small, as was shown earlier.

13



Neglecting the lonpitudinal stresses in the above analysis will probably

not result in any significant error in yielding pressure. However, in

some cases, particularly long vessels composed of relatively thin walled

component cylinders, it may be necessary to consider longitudinal stresses

in a critical design.

A

I
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b. Two-element cylinders - different materials. The elastic

solutions for the interface pressure (PI2) and initial radial inter-

ference (5), as liven by eq. (14), assumed identical elastic constants

for the inner and outer cylinders. In addition, the yielding behavior,

as treated in eqs. (20) and (21) assumed identical yield strengths for

the two cylinders. The case in which the elastic constants and yield

strengths are not identical will now be considered.
6

Pugh has considered the effects of different yield strengths

and elastic constants. Using the Tresca yield condition he determined

the following equation for yielding of an optimum, two-element cylinder: , -

..............................(22)

The condition of an optimum cylinder design is: A

4- 
A~a .l ./ .. .. ... . (23) !

and for the initial radial interference (6)

6 E1 V1 F J - + 1

V-Y2  /K2 2 1 Vl(l + Vi1) 921- +V2j

+ +

E2  '. 2  E2

2 21

1~Z [orl+

It can be seen from eq. (24) that slight variations in elastic

constants E and V can have a significant effect on the design parameters

15



for a compound cylinder. Variations in yield strength will also have

considerable effect as would be expected.
7

Crossland and Burns experimantally examined the pertinent

design parameters, such as shrinkage stresses and yielding character-

istics of nominally optimum designed, two-element cylinders. They

observed good agreement with the theoretical solutions discussed thus

far. However, they did observe the existence of a significant longi-

tudinal shrinkage stress. They also presented an analysis of the

behavior of the cylinder subsequent to yielding and compared the experi-

mental pressure-expansion curves with this analysis well into the

plastic region.

16
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c. Multi-layer cylinders having more than two elements.

The above analysis of a compound cylinder has considered .nly a two-

element cylinder. The analysis of a multi-element cylinder is basically

the same. The residual stresses produced by each additional element

are calculated as above and added to those produced by pricr elements.

To determine the final yield pressure, the total stress state at the

bore of each element is calculated and checked for yielding. The

analysis of a compound cylinder having more than. two elements has been
8-10 6

investigated by Becker et al and by Pugh , usinr the Tresca yield

criteria. The solutions of these investigators will now be summarized.

The pressure difference across an n'th eiemient at yield at

the bore of the element, based on eq. (9), is:

Pn - Pn+I = On (l 1 2) . . • (25)n Knn ".

If there are "Im" elements and no external pressure on the outer element,
i .e., Pm+i = 0, the internal pressure to produce sinultanecus yieldinr

in all cylinders is:

Py n= nY_' 2(-i . .(

2n

The maximum value of P is found by differentiating eq. (26)
y

with respect to Kn and equating to zero, using the relaticrshin

Kl.K2.K3. . . . . . Kn = Kt.

'v Sz y2 Sz . .. -Sn: .. ... f27)
K1

2  K 2 Kn2  A2

7



where
rn Kt

( y2 a, . . . (28

Cyly2T ym

therefore, the maxium= yield pressure is:

P =1 (29)
y max 2Y 2 K(1

If all elements have the same yield strenrth, this becomes:

PY ma - M - -(30)
a y 2 Kt2/m.

The upper limit to the above analysis occurs when the compres-

sive residual stress at the bore of the inner cylinder due to the

shrinkage stresses produced by adding an outer element exceeds the

yield strength of the material. This will occur when there a-e more

than two elements and when the yield pressure calculated from eq. (29)

exceeds:

y yl (31)

for the case of equal elastic constants. The derivation of eq. (31)

is the same as that for reverse yielding of an autofrettaged cylinder

which will be subsequently discussed.

As an upper limit to the design of multi-layer, compound

cylinders, it can be shown that the strength of an optimum design,

multi-layer vessel approaches that of an ideal, autofrettaged cylinder

of the same material, strength level and total diameter ratio as the

number of layers approaches infinity.

18



2. Autofrettare

The second method for inducing residual stresses in a

cylinder is autofrettare. If a monobloc, thick-walled cylinder is

subjected to an internal pressure exceedinp its "ield pressure, plastic

deformation will initiate at the bore and, as the pressure is increased,

will proceed throuch the cylinder wall until the plastic-elastic inter-

face reaches the outside surface. At this point, the cylinder material

is in a completely plastic state which is defined as complete over-

strain, and the associated pressure referred to as the complete over-

strain or collapse pressure. The effect of exteeding this pressure

and the problem of rupture will be discussed later under "Effect of

Material Behavior".

Due to elastic recovery, when the internal pressure is

released after either partial or complete overstrain, the material near

the outside surface, which has been deformed the least amount, will

attemzpt to return. to its oripinal diameter and the material near the

bore, which has been deformed the .mst, will attempt to remain deformed.

This results in a residual compressive stress at the bore and a residual

tensile stress at the outside surface with a gradual transition through

the wall thickness. The process of producing this residual stress

distribution by means of plastic defcnmation of the cylinder by internal

pressure i3 known as autofrettage. The process has been utilized for

manr years in the manufacture of run barrels and in recent years has

been applied to pressure vessels designed to operate at very high

pressures.

6
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A study of the available literature on the theoretical

solutions for the overstrain of thick-walled cylinders can result in

considerable confusion on the part of the reader. The problem has been

studied by a large number of investigators and there is considerable

disagreement in the results obtained. The reason for this can be seen

by considerine assumpticns which must be made concerning materials

behavior, yield criteria, end condition, stress and strain distribution,

etc., in order to obtain an analytical solution of the partially

plastic, thick-walled cylinder problem.

The problem is further compounded by the fact that the selec-

tion of sone combinations of these assumptions results in mathematical

problems which are either impossible to solve or must be solved by

numerical techniques. As a result of these difficulties, several

empirical or semi-empirical sollitions based on experimental data have

been proposed.

A full analysis and comparison of many solutions based on

various combinations of assumptions is not considered to be within the

scope of this text. However, some comments on validity and significance

of the possible assumptions and a few resultant solutions will be pre-

sented.

20



a. Analysis of assumptions.

Material behavior - The rigid-perfectly plastic material model

may be a fairly accurate approximation in problems involving large

plastic strains in which the elastic strains are small with respect to

the plastic strains. In a partially plastic, thick-walled cylinder

the plastic strains are of the same order of magnitude as the elastic

strains and, therefore, the elastic strains cannot be neglected. Most

high strength steels which are currently utilized for very high pressure

vessels exhibit very little strain hardening in the region of small

plastic strains and can thus be quite accurately represented by an

elastic-perfectly plastic model. The use of a strain hardening model

introduces serious difficulties in the mathematical analysis, partic-

ularly when combined with the Maxwell-Mises yield criterion. A method
1l

of avoiding this difficulty has been developed by Manning and will be

subsequently discussed.

Yield condition - Although there have been a number of yield

criteria proposed over the years, only two predict the behavior of a

moderately ductile steel, as would normally be used in a pressure

vessel, with any degree of accuracy. The axwell-41ises or octahedral

shear stress criterion has been shown to be the most accurate for all

combinations of triaxial stress and should be used wherever possible.

However, its use results in considerable mathematical difficulties.

The Tresca or maximum shear stress criterion is eften used for design

of structures and machines. It is always conservative with respect to

the %axwell-Mises criterion if the yield loci are assumed to coincide

2
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on the principal stress axis, i.e., if they are based on the same yield

stress in tension. Its application to the thick-walled cylinder

problem results in a comparatively simple mathematical formulation as

will be shown later.

End condition - In practice, pressure vessels are autofrettaged

in both open and closed end conditions. The restrained end condition

does not actually exist in practice. However, since the assumption

associated with the restrained end condition (i.e., 6 Z = 0) provides

a significant simplification of the mathematics, it is sometimes used

to obtain an approximate solution.

Lonpitudinal stress distribution - The lack of knowledge of

the distribution of longitudinal stress across the wall thickness is

a sipnificant limitation to the development of a rigorous thick-walled

cylinder theory. Fror. the Lame equations it can be shown that the longi-

tudinal stress is constant in an elastic cylinder. However, when the

cylinder becomes partially plastic, the difference in Poisson's ratio

"between the elastic and plastic zones may result in a variation in

longitudinal stress across the wall. In order to determine this stress

distribution some plastic stress-strain law, such as the Prandtl-Reuss

equations, must be utilized in the plastic zone. In order to avoid the

mathematical difficulties and uncertainties of this type of soluticn,

many investiriators have either assumed a constant longitudinal stress

throughout the wall, or a constant stress in the elastic regicn and some

assumed distribution, such as linear or logarithmic, -I the plastic

rerion. For any assumed distribution, the condition t'.t the intenral
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of the lonritudinal stress over the -wall thickness equals the total

longitudinal force on the cylinder as determined by the en~d condition

must be satisfied.

Lonitudial strain distribution .It is generally assumed

that the longitudinal strain is constant across the wall thickness.

The result of assumi~np a significant variation in longitudinal strain

across the wall thickness, in a long cylinder, would be a substantial

variation in the change of overall length. This would produce dis-.

tortions of the end surfaces of the cylinder which have not been ob-

served in actual practice. The actual magn-Itude of longitudinal strain

is, of course, determined by the end condition.

Ccmp~ressibility - The assumption of incompressibilityj of the

material in both the plastic and elastic repions has been used by

several early investic~atcrs to obtain closed form solutions of the

problem. However, since there is considerable volume chjange associated

-with elastic strains and since the elastic strain~s are a simnificant

part of the total strain in a partially plastic cylinder, the e~rrors

resultinp from this assumption may be significant. Actually, however,

sore solutions based on this assumption have been shown to be in fair

arreeirent, with mo-re rigorous solutions and experiment'al results.

The assumption of a compressible material in the elastic

rec'ion and ineompressibility in the plastic region wdould appear to give

a better approximation. However, this results in a severe discontinuity

at the elastic-plastic interface. Since continuity at this interface
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is usually a required boundary condition for the solution of the

problem, this assumption is not generally usable.

The material in the plastic region of the cylinder, prior to

enterinp the plastic state, must be subjected Vo elastic strains up to

the yield point of the material. After this material becomes plastic,

it still contains the volume chanRes associated with the elastic

stresses. The most accurate solution is thus obtained by assuming

elastic compressibility throughout the cylinder.

J
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b. Available solutions. The basic concept of autofrettage

was proposed by St. Venant12. The extensive pioneering experimental

studies of the overstrain of thick-walled cylinders by such investi-

gators as Cook and Robertson1 3 , Langenberg 1 4 and Macrae 1 5 led to the

wide utilization of the autofrettage process for gun tube manufacture,

particularly during the World War II era.

Following the war a large number of papers appeared which

presented considerable experimental data and a number of analytical

approaches to the elastic-plastic thick-walled cylinder problem. Some

of these analytical solutions will be discussed later in this section.
F

A complete survey of these papers will not be attempted here. Reviews

are included in a paper by Manningl 6 and one by Crossland and Bones1 7 .

Manningll developed a solution for the overstrain of thick-

walled cylinders by using the assumptions of plane strain and constancy

of voltme but considering strain hardening. This was done by noting

that the stress condition in a closed end cylinder is equivalent to

pure shear with a superposed hydrostatic tensile stress. This permits

the conclusion that the relationship between the maximum shear stress

and the maximum shear strain is the same in the cylinder as it is in

a torsion test. The shear stress-shear strain results obtained from a

torsion test can be directly used to predict the pressure-straia response

of a cylinder of the same material up to the ultimate pressure, He also

presented experimental results for a variety of materials which were in

good agreement with his analytical results.

25
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Crossland and Bones 1 7 and Crossland, Jorgensen and Bones 3

showed good agreement of extensive experimental data on a variety of

materials with analytical results based on Manning's approach. Morrison

and Frarklin18 also published experimental results which were in

reasonable agreement with their analysis using shear stress-shear strain

data from torsion tests and assuming that the shear strain in the

cylinder is inversely proportional to the square of the radius.

The above analyses and experimental results pertained to

the case of low strength, strain hardening materials. However, most

of the materials being used today for ultra-high pressure vessels

exhibit relatively small strain hardening tendencies. Thus, strain

hardening can be neglected which permits a considerably more analytical

approach to the elastic-plastic cylinder problem. A few such approaches

will now be considered.

As stated previously, a relatively simple solution to the

partially plastic thick-wailed cylinder problem may be obtained by

assuming the Tresca yield criteria and an elastic-perfectly plastic

material. If we assume that thelongitudinal stress is the intermediate

principal stress. a solution for the radial and tangential stresses

can be obtained which is independent of end condition or longitudinal

stress and strain distribution. Koiter 1 9 has shown this assumption to

26
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be valid for diameter ratios less than about 5.0 to 6.0 for all end

conditions.

For the partially plastic cylinder, the stresses in the elastic

region are obtained from the Lame equations (eqs. (3) and (4)) combined

with the faat that the radial stress at the elastic-plastic boundary

(r =p) equals the yield pressure for the elastic portion of the

cylinder. This yields:

~2 r2C•re PL -- - .. ... (32)
2r22 r

c y (r22 +. . (3
_ %e •'~~2 2 r7- ). . 3

The stresses in the plastic region can now be determined by

combining the yield condition eq. (8) and the equilibrium equation:

dJ. (34)
Co -O-r -dr

The resulting differential equation can be integrated

directly and solved by applying the boundary conditions

-P.
r= r, r -

/r = , :rp =dre

This yields:

2A 2CrP =- [1ne +r27-)I -2•(5

r 2r 2 (35)
rp 21

13 'Cry [ln r2  1(36)'

Ii
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The internal pressure required to produce plastic flow to a

depth A is therefore given by:

P. ln ..... (37)

The pressure to produce complete plastic flow or complete

overstrain is given by eq. (37) setting 0 = r 2 . This yields:

Pc = ln K (38)

This relationship is shown plotted in Fig. 2.

In order to determine the strains or displacements, some

assumption must be made concerning the longitudinal stresses and strains.

For the purpose of this approximate analysis, the longitudinal stress
2

will be assumed constant throughout the wall. Experimental results

indicate that the error in the tangential strain resulting from this

assumption is nerlirible except in the case of very large diameter

ratios and large amounts of overstrain.

Assuminp elastic compressibility throuphout the cylinder,

elastic compressibility in the plastic region is expressed by:

e +Er + z (cg-@ + + :orz) . . . (39)

EXpressing •E and £ r in term-s of the radial displacement u,

i.e., e = 6 and 6 r du substituting v and crr from eqs. (35) and

[ (36) yie'.-:

du u ( 4- 2V))c (• 2V-)

dr r - E E2
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Since o'z and Ez are assumed independent of r, this equation

may be solved usinp an integrating factor which yiel4q:

(r) + r= + (41
T) E 22E÷

where C is a constant of integration.

To solve for this constant we use the condition of continuity

of displacement at the elastic-plastic boundary. From eqs. (32) and

(33) and Hooke's law, the tangential strain in the elastic region is

(re = C = 1 1l+ ) r 2 2 + (i- )r2] - Vcrz) (42)

By setting r =A in eqs. (41) and (42) and equating the two

equations, C can be determined.

The solution of the problem then becomes:

r2 ( 2  A 2  4
(U) =• 1 - 2 V)(n - + (I - 2 - + (2-V r r 22-E r2 rz

Sl 2v ) -r- + . . ..-. (43)

The longitudinal stress and strain are now determined from.

the appropriate end condition to obtain a complete solution.

For the open end case o 0 and C 7 is determined for the

elastic rezion from eqs. (32) and (33) and Hooke's law. This yields:

2
ez = - .r2

E r2

2I
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Since the longitudinal strain is assumed constant throurhout the wall.

eq. (44) also applies in the plastic region. Substituting cr 0 and

£ from eq. (44) into eq. (43) yields:

= -2V )(ln - i1) + (1 -V ) - + (2 -y (4,5)r 2E n••r22 r
p r

This equation gives the displacements in the plastic rerion

of an open end, partially plastic cylinder while subjected to internal

pressure as given by eq. (37). A typical result of eq. (45) is shown

in the lower curve of Fig. A.

For the closed end case, from eqs. (5) and (37):
•~lA. 2- A4 ) (4•6) -K2 - • 2 2

From eqs. (32), (33) and (46), and Hooke's law:

S 1 (ln +r2 _2) 2. . . (47)

SubstitutinF e- and 6z from eqs. (46) and (47) into eq. (I3)

yields:

p2 
2

2V (lnr-- r2 . . ...... (48)
K2 - i , r

This equation rives the displacements in the plastic region

of a closed end, partially plastic cylinder while subjected tc internal

pressure. A typical result of this equation is showr by the curve

marked Davidson, et al in Fir. 5.

A comparison of eqs. (45) and (48) reveals that the difference

between strain values for the closed er.d and open end ccnditinn is
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greatest at the condition of initial yielding or when A rI and

decreases as A approaches r 2 . This difference also decreases with

increasirg diameter ratio. For a diameter ratio cf 2.0 the maximum

difference is about 5 percent.

It iz interesting to note that we may obtain eq. (2,8) by

simply subtracting the product of VIE tznies the longitudinal stress

ffc-m the tangential strain for the open end case.
20

Allen and Sonwith Published a similar solution using the

'Tres-a yield condition. Thsy did not assume a constant longitudinal

Ctress but detemnmined the longitudinal stress distribution in the

plastic region uring the Henciky ,total strain theory" which is an

approxination of the 'Landtl-Reuss theory. They obtained a solution

In closed fnorm although their equations are quite complicated and

difficult to use for enFineering design applications. Their results

for the tangential and radial stresses are identical to those of the

above simplified soluticn.

Their results for radial displacements yield values which

f are identical to those obtained from eq. (45) for the open case. For

the closed end case ea. (48) gives values which are within 3 percent

of those given by Allen and Scpwith as shown in Fig. 5.

The only significant difference between the twc theories,

therefore, is in the distribution of longitudinal stress which is

generally rot of particular interest in the design of pressure vessels.
21

Hill, Lee and Tupper g.$ves a solution usint' the Tresca yield

condition and the Prandtl-Reuss, plastic stress-strain law. The solution jq
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of this problem cannot be obtained in closed form but can be obtained by

numerical integraticn. It yields essentiall, the same results for the

tangential and radial stresses and displacements as the above solutions.

Of the available solutions utilizing the Faxwell-4.fises yield

criteria, probably the most rigorous, mathematically and physically
22

for a given end condition, is that of Prager and Hodge fcr the

restrained end condition. This solution utilizes the Prandtl-Reuss

stress-strain relations to obtain the longitudinal stress distribution

in the plastic region. This solution results in a set of simultaneous,

partial differential equations which cannot be solved in closed form.

Using finite difference methods, a numerical solution was obtained for

stresses and displacements, for the case of K = 2. An example of these

results is showwn in Fig. 5.
23

Sutherland and Weigle have obtained a solution for the

closed end cylinder using the Maxwell-Mises criteria. By assuming a

lorarithmic distribution of longitudinal stress in the plastic region,

they were able to obtain a closed form solution for the stresses. The

values of radial and tangential stress obtained from this solution are

in very close agreement with those of Prager and Hodge. A solution for

the strains or displacements was not obtained.

For the case of the open end condition the assumption of

constant longitudinal stress throughout the wall results in the plane

stress condition. For this condition, a solution for the radial and

tangential stresses in the plastic region can be obtained by direct

i nte ration of the differential equation obtained by combining the
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equilibrium equation, eq. (34), and the Maxwell-MiL.? yield criterion.

For the plane stress case the yield condition may be written in the

form:

The boundary condition used to obtain the constant of

inte'ration is the fact that the radial stress at r p is eaual to

the yield pressure for the elastic portion of the cylinder from

eq.(12), substitutinv r 2 /0 for K. The resulting equation for the
24

radial stress in the plastic region has been determined by Weigle and

is riven by:

12 rZ%4 4

( l+ [k(o+ 3r 2 4)j

42 2

where X =- t

25
Based on the above solution Sutherland obtained a solution

for the strains in the plastic region usinp the Prandtl-Reuss stress-

"strain relati-inship. The resulting solution is in the form of an

interral equation which must be solved by numerical integration.

The complete overstrain pressure may be determined from eq. (50)

by substituting, A = r 2 , r r, and crr - Pc The resulting expression,

as shown in Fir. 2, is:
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• K~~2 V( -i-T0
In + = 3/- - 2 V3tar-' v1c . . .

t ihe+e •c=--3
-V3 Pc2

2

It has been shown by the authors that this expression can

be approximated within 2 percent by an empirical equatiorn derived from

exDerimental data for open end cylinders:

Pc 1.08 ay In K ....... (52)

This relationship is also shown in Fig. 2.

Based on this equation, the authors have developed an approx-

imate theory based on the Maxwell-Mises yield criterion. This develop-

-ment is based on the assumption that eq. (52) will give the pressure

differential which would produce complete plastic flow in a cylinder

subjected to both internal and external pressure. W-e now consider a

portion of the cylinder between some radius, r, in the plastic rerion

and the elastic-plastic interface A. This portion is equivalent to a

separate cylinder of inside radius, r, and outside radius, p, subjected

to an internal pressure, - rp (i• r = r) and an external pressure,

- r (@ r =•). From the above assumption and eq. (52), we may then

write, for this portion of the cylinder:

cr (@r - .p = 1.0 ; n - ..... (53)

Since Cjr (Q r =R) is equal to -P. for the elastic portion

of the cylinder as o-aver. b, eq. (12 with K r 2 /P we obtain an approx-

imate e-iuati-r for O.- in the plastic re.-ion.
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2 2"p..08 in + 54)

This equation is in good agreement with eq. (50) yielding

results which are within 2 percent for all conditions checked. From

eq. (54) and eq. (34) the tangential stress is given by:

-0I0 r2 2 -
1~, -. 08 ln 1l.09 (55)"L r /3r 2

4 +"p 4

SubstitutinF eqs. (54) and (55) and cz 0 into eq. (39)

and proceeding as in the derivation of eq. (45) we obtain the following

expression for the displacements in the plastic region of an open end

partially plastic cylinder at pressure:

u~~ =- .o) (l?)2 ..

(56)

As example of the results of eq. (56) for r

is shown as the middle curve in Fig. 4.

It is the opinion of the authors that eqs. (54), (55) and

(56) offer a significant increase in accuracy over eqs. (35), (36)

and (45) as demonstrated experinentally in Ref. 2. They have been

used with very good results for several years by the authors in design

calculations related to production autof-ettage of a variety of gun

tubes and pressure vessels.

Althourh eqs. (54) - (56) were derived on the basis of an

open end cylinder, as shown in Figs. 1,2,4,5 they can be used with
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reasonable accuracy for overstrain in closed end cylinders since the

effect of the longitudinal stress on the values of tangential and

radial stress and strain is small.

To the authors' knowledge there is no published rigorous

solution to the partially plastic cylinder problem for either the open

end or closed end case which utilizes the Maxwell-Mises yield condition

and the Prandtl-Reuss plastic stress-strain law. The few available

solutions using both these theories make other simplifying assumptions

which could introduce errors of the same magnitude as the error

resultinr from using the Tresca yield condition.
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c. Residual stresses in autofrettaged cylinders. The

ability to extend the e.!astic pressure range of a cylinder by auto-

frettare depends upon the residual stresses introduced by the over-

strain. The problem of determininr the upper limt of pressure at

which an autofrettared vessel will operate elastically requires know-

led7e of the residual stress distribution after the release of the

autofrettare pressure. Thus, as was the case for the multi-layer

vessel, the elastic stresses produced by the operating pressure are

ther added to these residual stresses. The pressure which will produce

further 7-ieldinr can then be calculated from these total stresses and

the appropriate yield criterion.

As a first approximation in calculating the residual stresses,

the cylinder is assumed to recover elastically. The residual stresses

may then be determined by simply subtractinr the elastic stresses

produced by the autofrettage pressure, as given by the Lame equations,

ecs. (3), (4•) and either (5) or (6), from the stresses at pressure, as

determined from the apprcpriate elastic-plastic solution.
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d. Maximum elastic operating pressure of autofrettaged

cylinders. The assumption of purely elastic recovery upon the release

of the overstrain pressure requires that the residual stresses not

exceed the yield strength of the material in ccmpression. For the

case of a completely overstrained open end cylinder with a diameter

ratio exceeding approximately 2.2 dependinj on the theory used, it Will

be found that the compressive residual tangential stress at the bore,

calculated as above, will exceed the yield strength of the material.

This will result in compressive plastic flow of the material near the

bore on the release of the autofrettage pressure. This phenomenon is

kncwn as reverse yielding and results in a residual stress distribution

which obviously cannot be calculated by assuming purely elastic

recovery. There has been very little analytical work published .n the

problem of significant amounts of reverse yielding and no theoretical

discussion of the resulting residual stress distribution will be

included here for reasons which will be discussed later.

From the preceding analysis it can be shown that an auto-

frettaged cylinder of a diameter ratio less than 2.2 can theoretically

be designed to operate elastically at pressures up to the complete over-

strain pressure. For greater diameter ratios, due to reverse yieliing,

the limiting pressure for totally elastic operation is less than the

complete overstrain pressure. An approximate value for this limitingz

pressure may be obtained by the followi';g simrple analysis.

Reviewing the basic principle of autofrettage, we observe that.,

while a cylinder is subjected to a pressure cauzint partial overstrain, .

38
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a condition of yieldinp exists throughout the plastic region. Since

the residual stresses after release of this pressure, if there is no

reverse yieldina, are obtained by subtracting the elastic stresses

associated with this pressure, the stress state on re-application of

this same pressure must be identical to that existing on the first

application. This means that, if the pressure is now increased,

yielding will occur throughout the plastic region simultaneously.

Therefore, in order to determine the condition of re-yielding of a

partially autofrettaped cylinder, we need only consider the stresses

at the bore.

We now consider a cylinder having a diameter ratio exceeding

2.2 which would reverse yield if completely overstrained. The cylinder

could be partially overstrained to an extent that the compressive

tanrential residual stress at the bore just equals the yield strength

of the material. The pressure required to produce this condition is

defined as the 100 percent autofrettage pressure, PA, and is, of course,

less than the complete overstrain pressure, Pc' for diameter ratios

exceedinr 2.2.

On a second application of PA the stress state at the bore,

assumirr. (r 0, is:

6ee due to PA + ce residual

p(K 2 + 1)= ~A T;) -5-
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Substitutin7 these values into the Tresca yield criteL-ia

yields for Pý.
2

SNA ":K.- .......... (57)

Ir a similar manner, the llacwell-Mises yield e(-uation_.:ves

-for the 10O% autofrettare pressure:

(3K_- 2Y,~1

Eouations (57) and (58) rive approximate values for the

imaximum, Pressure at which an autofrettared cylinder can be desirned to

poerate elastically. The assumption of no longitudinal stress in the

development of this equation results in some error. However, in view

of the small effect of lonritudinal stress on yieldinr and overstrain

pressures, it is assumed that this effect on PA is also small.

Ecuation (58) is shown plotted ir Fig. 3 where the naximnurn

rcperatinr pressure for an autofretzared cylinder can be compared with

that for r, nobloc, multi-layer vessels, and the complete cverstrain

7 con-ition. -Three points are im~portant to note. First, en. (583)

predicts that. the ratio of PA to a- approaches unity as K iecomes

-are. Thus, an autofrettaeed pressure vessel cannot be desirned to

n'ne-ate elasticalIZ' at a pressure e~xceedinr the yield stren:-th of the

materia]. no matter how lar.-e the diameter ratio. Second, there is a

considerable marrin between the 1001 autofrettage and complete over-

strain pressure at. larz-t diameter ratios. Thus, as will be subsequently

:discussed, in some cases it is possible to operate at pressures in
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excess-of the 100% autofrettage pressure and approaching the complete

overstrain pressure. Finally, one -can, of course, by-snmaller amounts

of overstrain-, design for pressures lower than predicted by eq. (5~)



4_ •e. Selection of degree of overstrain. In applying the auto-

9 • frettarie process to the design of an actual pressure vessel, a decision

must be made concerning the amount of overstrain to be used. This

decision must be based on a lare number of factors and on considerable

en.ineerinp Ju.dgment. Some of the factors which mrst be considered

are: material properties such as strain hardeningr and ductility,

safety factor desired, diameter ratio, autofrettage equipnent available,

number of pressure cycles e.cpected, stress concentrations present,

economic factors, importance of vessel weirht and operatinp pressure.

It is obvious that a complete analysis of all of these factors would

be toc lengthy to include herein. However, several of the more

pertinent factors will now be considered.

For a m~aterial having limited strain hardening the maximum

stren-th for elastic operation is obtained with 100% autofrettame. For

the-case of dianeter ratios exceeding 2.2 this is obtained at less than

complete overstrain and is renerally the best design provided that

pressure facilities are available for obtaining this degree of overstrain.

Where vessel weirht is a factor, such as in run barrels, smaller

diareter ratios are often used. In this case, the -reatest strength

is obtained with complete overstrain. However, for non-strain-hardening

rneterials, this is difficult to obtain due to the risk of rupturinp

the cylinder since the complete overstrain pressure is also the rupture

pressure. In practice this problem is overcome by using external

restraininr "containers" or dies to limit the enlargement obtained to
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just exceed--the comglete- overastrai~n- con-dition., shieth~4ý -is- wel

suited for larg quantity production--

Referring to-eq. (37) or eq. (54), -we find that a- cylinder-

autofrettaged so that 60 -percent -of the wall thickness is plastically

deformed wil-l -have -&- strength -only 6 ipercent -less that-- that of -a-

completely overstiaihed- c-ylinder.- This--can"-be accomprished quitet-easiyly

by using strain gages -or -other expansion s-asuring devices on the

outside surface to monitor the stratin-during -autofrettage.-

If fatigue failure of the- vessel is expected -to- be- a-problem,

the degree of overstrain may be -iportant particularly if the vessel-

must have stress concentration such as notches or holes at the outside

surface. The high tensile residual stresses at this surface resulting

from autofrettage combined with the tensile operating stresses can

result in fatigue failures initiating-at the outside-surface. In-this

case there is probably some optimum, amount of overstrain which will

tend to balance the residual plus operating stresses at the two

surfaces.

For a material which strain hardens appreciably, increases

in strength can be obtained by exceeding the complete overstrain

condition. However, such increases will be accompanied by appreciable

decreases in the toughness of the material and should, therefore, be

used with caution.
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f'. 1N1ethods of autofretare. The autofrettage process

involves the application of radial forces at the bore of a cyli~nder of

sufficient miagniturie to cause oierstrai~n. These radial I"orces may be

induced b,-, either direct hydraulic pressure or -by mechanical means.

These two autofretta~e 4-echniaues -41l rnow beý diescri'bed.

(1)~ rocss Th pinciple of this autofrettare

process-and some of the process variables has been previously7 discvsseJ.

- Therefore, little more need be said about this aspect.

There is -nothing particulaarly comnnljated -about t-he pnocess.

One has the choice 5f usint' an cian-erl process wherein the c' oswrcs

are -supported externally by means of a press or an internal mandrel,

or a closed-end technique where the closures are supported by the

cylinder itself. The Jesi,,n theory for both cases has been presen~t ed

and there-is- lit-fle difference in the ehi result.- The open-end

tedhioue- with Ithe closures -exte-rnall'y supported Is venerally the

simplest aaid most-economical. approach since one, then,- need4 not be

concerned with highly stresses threals in the cylinder or a manre.&61

The conditions under -which one must be concerned about the

control of enlargement by eas of- external support have beer. previously~

discussed- and -will not be repeated. The design. of cont~ainers for- the

control of enlargement -during- autof~retttage is described in previous
26

work -ky the- prel-Sent authors

The hydraulic aut-ofrettare Process has the disadvantasre that

a means must be avai~lable f~or generating_Rressures equal to, or i

excess of, the anticipated operatir.i_ pressures. To -overcomne -,his
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re, -frtt! tech-in-- -d- -- Used: -tu

rquirement, the mnechanical autofrtaetcn~ecnb ~dt

considerable advantaee.

(2) 14fechanical autofrettare-Process. Thi s 'process, which-has been

described by einer and the present authors ,and- Manning ut-ilizes

the mechartic-Al advantare- of a slidiig -conical-wedge to producde- -the -

very hia-h -radial- Th'roes- renuired for -autofrettaze-. The- mietho d:-cons ists-

basical:l,, of forcinp -an -oversized conical mandrel through the bore of

the yliderto roduce the requite radial expansion.Thfoc

r enuIre to-move the mtandrel i.ay be supplied by some mechanisal device

such as a hydraulic press or by-. hydraulic pressure operatingr- directly

or. the -rear Surface of the mandrel. An e-kample of th~e latter method

is illustrated in Fi-. 6

it has been. shown that -the dist-ribution. -c' radlial and, taný-

rehtidl residual stresses produce-d by this nethod are -ef fec~tively eqiual

to that produced b conventional autofrettare. A zi~nficant lcn:i-I

tudikaa stress distribution is produced b:y this net-hod but for reasonably,

small ariournts of overstrain this has a neliile elfect on the re-yielid

pressure.

In desipmirr .for the use of the nmchaifical ailtah-ettlare

Imethod, the cenera3. thick -walle I cylinder- theory, as previcusl;PrrI.1

c ar: he used. The reouired irterference between the rnax-iz~um di ammt~tr 6T

the rrar-ireI and the cylinder bore Dinner to autofrettage can lbe dldiijt-96j

as follows. The raximium internal pressure and the assreciate-4raifi4al

1isnr~lhce:7'ý,rt of the bore at pressure required to r-vc -tP Iesi

amount cf' ov'erstrain 24s calculatel usirr an, sapropr~imatot-e, - fcr th!3



open-end condition. The initial interference is-then equal to the

maximum radial displacement of the cylinder plus the elastic radial

contraction of the mandrel due to this maximum pressure. this can be

calculated from the equation for the elastic contraction of a solid

cylinder under radial pressure-and no end -load as follows:

m E

where V and E are the Poisson's ratio and elastic modulus of the

mandrel material.

The final bore diameter after swaging is calculated using

the Lame enuations and -the above--pressure to determine the elastic

recoveryn from the- maxiLmum. radial disolacernent as determined above.

The- ecuations used in the above calculations were developed

dssizw'in& -a cylinder of infinite leng-th. It-would be expected that

-siý,niftcant error--would result from using these equations when the

-pressure -is applield over- only--a -short length of the c-ylinder at any

time, as- is--the_- cisezxin tlhis method.. Powever, considerable experi-
27

-mental data obtai~ne1-iboth- du:-rin process development and actual.

-pr~ductin -autofrettare- by-:swagir.g indicate that this method of cal-

A~d 4ih Otoh 4j~d bdu§ion of the mechanical autofretta~e

~~~~~- ff 04ei . R"~iU 2-7i SO le Me~tion Ao~l be made of the

AigiW tiWhrdPi ReaAe QIi tU __P_ _

WO4 to Ph IdrMi thd fl @ qqbsit MIL ma abd _ýW.4 t11

_U _ 6 -1 ~h u. e inbital ffidwdi-lf



wall, friction is an important consideration. Although there has- bed-ri

no exctersive i nvestiration of lubricants, thin- elect ro-.iposited - ES

metallic layers, such-as lead, have been found to be highly sati6- -

factory. -

The r~eneral practice is to obtain -the total desired enldrre-

ment- in, a- sinpgle pass- of the- mandrel-. tbrough. the. bore,- rather than- by

a series of mandrels of Dro~ressively increasing site. it 230 not

likely that usinp the latter- approach would offer any adVantage since

the radial forces for the last increment of enlargement would be

effecti-relly the same as that for the total simnultaneous enlarg-ement.

The -mechanical autofrettage process offers economic and

processinr advantages of the hydraulic technique for certain cases.

It perzrits the autofrettare of cylinders, at ver~y high effective

pressures, in the order of 15 to 20 kb; t-he only limiting- feature

beinr- the compressive strength of the mnandrel material.
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E. Effect of deviations from ideal material behavi6r -on

aut.ofrettare theory and practice. The precedinr discussion of thick-

-walled cylinder theory, as indicated, was based on an assumed ideal,

Selastic-perfectly plastic material. All real engineering materials

-exhibit a number of deviations from this ideal material behavior.

Three of these deviations which have the greatest effect on the elastic-

nlastic behavior of a thick-walled cylinder are (I) strain hardening,

'(2) Bauschinier effect and (3) strain aring.

C(l) Strain hardening. Virtually all metals exhibit some detree of

strai-n hardeninr or increase in flow stress with increasinr plastic

strain. This will affect both the elastic-plastic behavior of the

cylinder :and the behavior after complete overstrain has been reached

i ncludinfr- the ultimate stren-th or ductile rupture characteristics.

Hc'ever, zmany 6-f the materials currently being used for very high

pressure vessels, such as high strength 4340 steel or mara.inc steels,

exhihit very., little strain hardening. The fact that the diameter ratio

of a thick-walle4 cylinder decreases slightly with increasinr overstrain

tends to counteract the effect of strain harder ing. As an example, it

was shown b,, the authors that a 4340 steel cylinder, having a diameter

ratio of 2.0 and- a yield strength of 160,000 psi, would ultimtately

-rupture if held at its conplete overstrain pressure for sufficient time.

Therefore, fcr this type of material the ultimate or rupture pressure

is eaual to the- complete overstrain, or "collapse" pressure as given by

en. (52).
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The effect of strait -harderin!g on thO elasticm-DlasTic
30

behavior has been studied by Liu who published a solution, of the

partially plastic, thick-walled cylinder followinr the mmet'hod- of Allen.
2C.

an~d Somwith but consideringr strain harderninr characteristics. He

utilizedi a Dower strain hardenr.in4 law of t'%he f orm:

r,-

9 ~ where c, and are the true stress-, -true- strain and strain Aha-rdeninr

exnonert, respectively. This analysis onlty considers the problem up to

the complete overstrain- condition. Liu noted -substantial iev-ati-e;ns

from those soluticns assuminr An tlastic-perfectly plastic materiali

i~..~=0, for values of ~exceedirr 0.2. Since the strain hardering

exponent for most high strenrgth, engineering -materials is considerably

less than 0.2, the increased complexity int[roduced by. consid!ering strairt

hardeninrW is renerall-y not necessary within- the partially plaztic-

rerion.

If a rat~er~al -does, exhibit- annDreci-ab-le strai~n harderinc-, the

strength of the cylinder will continue to-increase after the complete

overstrain bressure is exceeded. Since the deformations associated

wKith- this larre plastic flow are corns-draý th diesinlOhn

6f the cylinier must be considered. This results in the fact that, a--

the pressure continues to increase, a point is reached at wdhthe rate

cf st-'renth increase due to strain hardenir.c eqiuals the rate of strenrth

lec-rease dAue to the- decrease in diam~eter rattio. The pressu-nR at -which

~A
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this occurs is called the ultimate pressure since beyond this point

the cylinder is unstable and rupture will occur. This is analogous to

the- ultimate tensile strength and initiation of neckinr i' a tensile
17

test.. Crossland et al have shown experimentally that the ultimate

pressure can be determined with reasonable accuracy for a closed end

cylinder by:

P =. .j .K. . . (60)

for the case of a material of appreciable strain hardening and

'ductility.

It should be noted that the rupture pressures, as riven in

eq. (52) and particularly in eq. (60), apply to materials exhibiting

considerable ductilit., and toughness. Many of the high strenf-th mate-

rials used in very high pressure vessel design may not have this

required ductility and thus will not be able to withstand the large

bore strains associated with these equations. Thus, fracture can be

expected at pressures less than the theoretical ultimate or rupture

-pressure. This point will be considered further in the section dealinr

with materials selection. It must be emphasized that the ultimate

pressure should never be used as a basis of design-but only as an

indication of the upper lmiting value that may be attained in a

hii-hly ductile material.

(2) Pauschinrer effect. An effect, which is often nerlected in thick-

walled cylinder theory but can be very si.mificant in certain cases, is



the Bauschinger effect. This phenomenon can be described as follows.

k A sample of a metal is subjected to a tensile load exceeding its yield

strenk1h resulting in a given amount of tensile plastic defonnation.

If- this material is now loaded in compression, it will exhibit a

compressive yield strength significantly less than its original yield

E •strength. The extent of this effect is shown in Fig. 7 obtained by
31

!Milligan et al which Shows the compressive yield strength (at 0.2-

percent offset) after tensile deformation versus the amotunt of tensile

plastic flow for d 160,000 psi yield strength, 4330 steel.

The importance of this effect in an autofrettaged, thick-wal-led

cylinder can be seen by examining the strain history of the material

near the bore. During the application of the autofrettage pressure,

this material undergoes tensile plastic flow ranging from 0.2 to 2.5

percent. depending on the diameter ratio and amount of overstrain. From

Fig. ? we see that this will result in a decrease in compressive yield

strength of 20 to 55 percent. As the pressure is decreased, the

tangential stress decreases elastically to zero and then becomes

compressive, approaching the theoretical residual compressive value.

Due to the Bauschinger effect, however, this theoretical compressive

stress may now exceed the reduced compressive yield strength. This

will result in reverse yielding in cases for which no reverse yielding

would be expected if the Bauschinger effect were neglected. The

significance of this effect in large diameter ratio cylinders, and its

relationship to the residual stresses and non-linearity in the pressure-

strain curve upon unloading and reloading zfter overstrain, was pointed
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out by Franklin and Morrison . In the lower diameter ratio range,

recent results by the present authors indicated that reverse yielding

will occur at a diameter ratio of approximately 1.8 instead of 2.2 as

theoretically predicted.

As a cylinder which has reverse yielded as a result of the

Bauschinger effect is re-pressurized to the original autofrettage

pressure, the material near the bore will reyield in tension. ,^hen

this pressure is released, this material will again reverse yield ijn

compression. This phenomenon produces the so-called hysteresis loop

effect in the pressure-strain curve which has been noted by many inves-

tipators.

The practical significance of this phenomenon is not generally

understood. Since there arc no appreciable permanent dimensional chanres

associated with this effect, for relatively few applica÷.ions of pressure,

it can be considered of no practical si!,:nificance. However, there will

certainly be some effect on fatigue behavior which will be discussed

in another chapter. Also, the dilatation of the bore will be greater

than that predicted by elastic theory, which could cause sea! or align-

ment problems.

The important thing to note is that, when the Bauschinger

effect is considered, there is no longer any practical sipnificance to

the diameter ratio above which the classical theory predicts reverse

yielding. The designer must accept the fact that some reverse yielding

will occur in virtually any vessel operating at very high pressures.
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The problem that the designer must solve is not to avoid reverse yieid-

ing but to decide how much can be tolerated. This will be based on the

amount of recoverable plastic bore dilatation that is tolerable ýL

maximum operating pressure and the fatigue life requirements. In fact,

one can actually operate to the pressure corresponding to the complete

overstrair, condition as shown :i- Fig. 2 for diameter ratios exceedinp-

2.2 if some recoverable plastic deformation is not deemed deleterious

to operational characteristics.

(3) Strain aging. The third type of deviation froma ideal raterial

behavior which should be considered is strain aging This is a phenom-

enon which is seen in some materials, notably allcy steels, and can be

described as follows. If the material is loaded in tension producinr

plastic deformation and then unloaded and heated at some specified

temperature and time, a significant increase in tensile yield strenr-th

will result. For example, recent unpublished data by Milligan on

160,000 Dsi yield strength, 4330 steel shows an increase in yield

streneth of 15 percent after 1.5 percent plastic strain and heatinr to

600°F (3150 C) for 3 hours.

It has been standard practice for many years in the autofret-

tape of Run tubes to subject the tubes to a thermal treatment after

autofrettare. This has been found to decrease the hysteresis effect

when the tube is re-pressurized. There are two possible explanations

for this effect. The thermal treatment could either reduce the

Bauschin,.er effect or, through strain aging, increase the yield strenrth
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of the material. This thermal treatment is accomplished after the

release of the autofrettage pressure and, therefore, after the reverse

yielding caused by the Bauschinger effect has already occurred. It

must then be assumed that the most significant effect of this thermal

treatment is to increase the material y eld strength through strain

ar~irr.

The practical benefit of this treatment is not fully under-
32

stood. It has been shown by Davidson, Eisenstadt and Reiner that

this thermal treatment has no sinificant effect on the fatigue life

of autofrettared cylinders. This indicates that repeated pressure

cyc€•in- tends to "wash out' the effects of this thermal treatment

and/c' the hysteresis effect for a non-thermal-traated cylinder.
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3. Autofrettage and Multi-La er Cylinders Combined

Based on purely theoretical considerations, the strongest

possible cylinder design, without using a variable external restraint,

can be obtained from an autofrettaged monobloc cylinder. However,

there : several practical factors which impose limits on the use

of autz-!'.ýettage alone at very high pressures. As previously stated,

the maximum reasonable design pressure for an autofrettaged cylinder is

approximately equal to the yalod strength of the material near the

bore. At the time of this writing, the maximum strength materials

available in a form suitable for vessel construction have an elastic

strengtb in the order of 17 to 20 kb or somewhat higher if recoverable

flow is permissible. We should then be able to construct autofrettaged

vessels to operate in this pressure range. However, for operating

pressures exceeding 10 kb the following practical factors must be

considered.

1. The pressures required to autofrett&ge a vessel to

operate in this pressure range m=ay not be available from existing

pressure generating equipment.

2. For large sized vessels metallurgical factors limit the

size in which these high strength materials can be produced.

3. Since the very high strength is only required of the

material near the bore, it is often uneconomical to use ultra-high

strength material for the entire vessel.

4. Since these ultra-high strength materials have much

greater tendency toward brittle fracture, the danger of catastrophic
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failure of the vessel is greatly increased if it is constructed entirely

of this material.

For the above reasons a design approach, whictl was previoubly
5

proposed by the authors , is recommended for vessels operating at

pressures exceedinR 10 kb. This approach utilizes an ultra-high

strenrth, autofrettaged liner combined with a lower strength Jacket

which may or may not be autofrettaged.

An example of this &pproach is shown in Fig. 8 which illustrates

the design of a vessel havin, an elastic operating pressure of 245,000

psi (16.9 kb). This desig.n utilizes a liner of 250,000 psi (17.2 kb)

and a jacket of 160,000 psi (-1.0 kb) yield strength respectively. For

example, these could be a fully aeed maraginp steel liner and a tempered

martensitic 4340 steel jacket. The liner is partially autofrettaged

usinr a pressure of 190,000 psi (13.1 kb) which is within the capabil-

ities of existinp pressure reneratinr equipment. Thiq wili produce the

res3dual streis distribution shown in Fig. 8A based on the Tresca yield

crivtion. The Jacket is now shrunk or so that the interface pressure

is j,- t sufficient to increase the compressive residual stress at the

bore of tLe liner to equal the yield strength of the liner material

(neplectinp Bauschinper effect). The overall residual stress distri-

bution after Jacketing is shown in Fig. 8B and the total distribution

of tanczential and radial stress at the operating pressure is shown in

Fir. 8C. This indicates that this vessel will operate elastically at

this operatini pressure. For some similar designs it will be found

that the stresses at the bore of tha Jacket will exceed the yield
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condition at the operating pressure. In this case, a small amount of

autofrettage of the jacket prior to shrinking will eliminate this

problem.

The stated valuen of material stre•,gth and hydrostatic

preisure generating capabilities are consistent with current technology

at the time of writing this report. It is anticipated that these values

will steadily increase with advancing technology. Although the specific

numbers may become outdated, the basic principles and design philosophy

will remain valid.
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C. Segmented Cylinders

The maximum operating pressure of the cylinder designs

discussed thus far has been limited by the magnitude of the pressure-

induced tan-ential stresses at the bore. However, if the cylinder is

in some manner radially sectored, the thick-walled cylinder theory no

longer applies and the stresses at the bore no longer represent a

1lbitinr factor.

The two reneral approaches for the application of the

principle of semented cylinders are shown schematically in Fig. 9

The first of these wherein, the intermediate cylinder is sectored, with

the senments not bein- connected, will be consiC ,red in detail in a

subsequert section. The second technique shown, which is termed the

33
pin-sermented vessel, was originally proposed by Zeitlin et al

34
and subsequently investigated by Fiorentino et al . In this case,

tne sePments are not free, but are connected by pins. This design,

however, does not offer any advantage with respect to maxim= operating

pressure over those previously discussed. It does offer the possibility

cf manufacturing: vessels of extremely large size, i.e., up to 10 feet

or rore in outside diameter. Vessels of this size would not be feasible

b:, other methods due to limitations in material fabrication and heat

treatment.
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D. Variable External Support

As previously stated, the use of residual stresses to increase

the usable operating pressures of thick-walled cylinders is limited

by the maximum compressive residual stress that the material can srnport

when the internal pressure is effectively zero. This limitation can

be overcome by some method which produces a compressive tangential

stress at the bore of the cylinder that can be increased as I-

internal pressure is increased. This can be accomplished by satj.,icting

the cylinder to an external pressure which is small when the inter.,al

pressure is zero and can be increased as the internal pressure is

ircreased.

The effect of this external pressure can be seen if we

examine the Lame equation for the tanrential bore stress due to both

internal and external pressure. This is:

2 +12
K 2KO:ýrl = Pi K2  1 0 - P0  1 . . . (61)

For a cylinder with a diameter ratio of 3.0, this equaticn

beccmes:

r,= 1.25 Pi - 2.25 PC . . . . (62)

From this we see that the external pressure requirea tc pro-

duce a riven compressive tangential bore stress is considerably less

than the internal pressure which would produce the same l'aLnitude of

tensile stress.

The various techniqfres utiiizinp a variable external support

will now be considered.
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1. Direct External Pressure

The obvious method of producing this variable external support

is to place the cylinder within another pressure vessel or vessels ard

subject. it directly to an external hydrostatic pressure which can be
35

independently controlled. Such an approach was discussed by Bridgman

More recently an approach based on the use of multi-layers was proposed
36

by Berman for pressures to 500 ksi. However, this method presents

problems in generating, controlling and sealing this external pressure.

Although these problems can be solved, there are other methods of

accompOtishing this same effect so that this method is not generally

used. The analysis of tIVhis design to determine the maximum operating

pressure is the save as that for the tapered external cylinder desitgr'

which follows.
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2. Tapered External Cylinder

A simple wethod for applying external restraint was developed

37
by Bridgman . This consists of making the pressure vessel with a

tapered or conical outside surface. This is fitted into a heavy-walled

jacket having a matching taper on the bore. As the pressure in the

vessel is increased, the vessel is forced into the tapered jacket by

a hydraulic press thus producing an external pressure on the vessel.

A film of soft metal foil between the vessel and jacket provides

sufficient lubrication. In this device the operating pressure in the

vessel is generally developed by a piston moving directly within the

vessel. The force on this ram is provided by a second hydraulic press.

A schematic diagram of a typical design of this type is shown in Fig.iO.

A detailed stress analysis of the inner cylinder of this

device is difficult for the following reasons:

The maximum internal pressure is usually generated after

the piston has moved a significant distance into the cylinder. The

resulting elastic dilation of the inner cylinder causes a variation in

the interface pressure along the length.

The variation in diameter ratio along the length results in

further variations in interface pressure.

The pressure discontinuity at the point of seal of the piston

causes bending stresses in addition to pressure stresses in the inner

cylinder.

However, an approximate solution to this problem can be

obtained if we neglect the above effects and consider a section at the
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center of the pressurized portion rf the vessel. The following asswup-

tions are made in this analysis.

1. The yield strenpths of the inner and outer cylinders are

equal (r,).

2. The ma.n.itude of the external pressure is limited by the

stren-th of the jacket. Usinp an autofrettared Jacket, the maximum

usable external pressure is riven by eq. (57) if the diameter ratio

of the iacket exceeds 2.22.

3. The liner is autofrettaged to produce a residual compres-

sive tan-ential stress at the bore equal to the yield strength and has

a diareter ratio exc-eedin: 2.22.

4. The Tresca yield criterion is used and the longitudinal

stress is assumed to be the intermediate stress.

The difference between the internal and external pressure at

-yieldin- of the inner cylinder based on eq. (57) is:

S'KPi- PC K 1
2  . ........ . (63)

P' Pc C"'l K1
2

For the condition of simultaneous yielding of both cylinders,

PC is the yield pressure for the outer cylinder which is:

K2 2 _ 1 6
2

Substitutinr eq. (64) into eq. (63) and determining the value

of which provides the ma-dJimn value of Pi fcr a riven Kt, as in the

case of the -,,,ulti-la•er vessel, yields:
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K2
2 - K1

2 = Kt ....... . (65)

if dyl =

The maximum yield pressure then is given by:

= 2 (Kt 1 ....... . (66)
Ir. Kt

This, then, gives an approximate upper limit design pressure for this

type of vessel.

In order that the fourth assumption be satisfied, a high

compressive longitudinal stress must exist in the inner cylinder at

the operating pressure. In the tapered jacket design, this is provided

by the hydraulic press which forces the inner cylinder into the tapered

jacket. Since this longitudinal stress approaches zero at the small

end of the jacket, the maximum operating pressure should not be per-

mitted to exist near this end of the vessel.

From the above analysis, it can be ,een that the maximum

operating pressure for a vessel utilizing external support is limited

by the maximum external pressure that can be applied to the inner

cylinder. This is true regar-dless of the method which is used to apply

this restraiLt. If the external pressure is provided either by a

tapered jacket or by direct hydrostatic pressure, this external pre3sure

is limited to the strength of the jacket or outer vessel. However, if

some method is used which is not subject to the limitations of thick-

walled cylinder theory, it is possible to apply significantly higher

external pressures and thus obtain higher operating pressures. Such

an approach will be described in section 3d.
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3. Segmented Cylinder

The concept of a segnented cylinder, the principle of which

has been previously discussed, is not limited to use as a means of

providing variable external support for a load carrying inner cylinder.

It can also be used to contain the internal pressure directly with a

thin liner to prevent leakage of fluid into the spaces between the

segments. In this context it is not appropriately considered a case of

variable external support, as are the two previous designs, and would

more appropriately have been discussed in the previous section on

segmented cylinders. However, due to the similarity of the design

analysis used, all types of vessel designs utilizing segmented cylinders

will be considered in this section.

As indicated above, the segmented cylinder can be utilized

in a number of different ways in pressure vessel designs. Since a

semiented cylinder cannot in itself support any internal pressure, its

use is based on the application of an external force on the segents

which intensify and transmit this force to an inner cylinder that

actually contains the pressure. The external force may be applied by

means of direct mechanical contact with an outer cylinder or by hydrau-

lic pressure applied to the outside surface of the segmented cylinder

and contained within an external cylinder. The internal cylinder which

is supported by the semnents can be either a thin liner which is not

an actual structural member but simply prevents the pressure fluid

from entering the space between the serments, or a thick cylinder which

forms a structural component of the pressure vessel. In considering
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the design analysis then, the various applications of a semnented

cylinder can be divided into (a) thin liner - solid outer cylinder,

(b) thick-walled liner - solid outer cylinder, (c) thin liner - variable

external pressure, and (d) thick-walled liner - variable external

pressure. These various confipurations will be separately discussed.
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a. Thin liner - solid outer cylinder. This configuration,

which is shown schematically in Fig. 9, was originally proposed by
38 6,39

Poulter and has been further investigated by Pugh for the case

of a non-autofrettaged, monobloc outer cylinder. Pugh's analysis,

which will now be presented, is based on the assumption that simulta-

neous yielding of the segments and outer cylinder represents the

optimum condition.

At the maximum operating pressure, the segnents are assumed

not to be in contact with each other and thus, from a force balance on

the segnents, the ratio of internal (Pi) to interface (P 12 ) pressure

between the segments and outer cylinder is:

Pi = K1 P12 ......... (67)

where K, is the diameter ratio of the segmented cylinder.

The condition of yielding at the bore of the outer cylinder

using the Tresca yield criterion is given by eq. (9). Substituting

this for P,2 in eq. (67) yields:

(ry2 K k 1 1

2 2 K2

Differentiating eq. (68) and equating to zero yields the

value of K2 which will produce the maximum value of Py for any given Kt.

This yields

K2,opt. = -r. (69)

Pugh gives the condition for yielding of the segments as:

Py " l (1 + cc) (70)
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where oý is the semi-angle of the segments and normally has values of

or 8o• Equating eqs. (68) and (70) and substituting the optimum

K2 from eq. (69) gives the following condition for simultaneous yield-

ing at both bore surfaces.

Kt '- ' (1 + O ) 3-4FT .. . .. (71.Ktopt. '7y2

The maximum operating pressure, for diameter ratios less than

optimurm, i.e., Kt < Kt opt., is obtained by the substitution of eq.

(69) into (68) as follows:

P . .-- .(..... . (72)

F-r a diareter ratio equal or greater than Kt cpt. yielding

cf the secments is the controllinp factor and the maximum. P is given

by- eq. (70).

Assuminn equal strength of the segments and outer cylinder,

based on the consideration of stress alone, this type of segmented

vessel design offers considerable advantage in terms of maximum operat-

ing pressure nver the multi-layer and autofrettaged designs considered

thus far. However in order to fully utilize the potential of the

segmented cylinder design, it is advantageous to use a material of

hii-her compressive strength for the segmented cylinder. As can be seen

[ from eq. (71), this will result in very large diameter ratios for an

optimum desirn, viz. Kt = 15.6 if rIl = 2 c2" This diameter ratio can

be reduced by utili?.inr an autofrettaged outer cylinder as will now be

discussed.
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The ,maximum elastic operatinp pressure for an auto f.-et ar.ed

cylinder is river by either eq. (38) or eq. (57) based on the Tresca

yield criterion. The condition for yieldinR of the outer cylinder

then becomes:

0 'i2 Kt_yK In K2 , K 2 2.2 2  . .3)

P K
y-t (74)

From eqs. (73) and (74) the optimnum value of K, is found to

be 2.22.

Sirce in actual practice one would rererally use a value of

1(2 sli'htly rreater than 2.22, the condlition for simultaneous yieldinr

from eqs. (74) and (70) is

t opt. (!+ ) ) .. .(. . . (75)'ry 2 (K2 . - i.

For the optimum value of K2 this becomes

t opt. : (2 (2.785) ...... (76)

which t'ives a substmatially lower vai.ue of the omtimua, diameter ratio.

Sirce both desirns are limited by .:,ieldinr of the sepmients, they both

have the same maxinum cperatin.. pressure for the sare sepment material

as Piver by eq. (70).

The above analysis has corsiderel onrly the stresses. It has

beer noted by Fiorentinc, et al and 'ry ,RTh that, if the sem.ented



cylinder and the outer cylinder are assembled without significant inter-

ference and compressive pre-stress in the segments, the dilations at

the bore of the sepented cylinder will be large. This will result in

large plastic strains in the inner liner and possibly extrusion of the

liner material into the spaces between the segments. As suggested by

Pugh, this problem can be partly overcome by assembling the cylinders

with an interference fit resulting in compressive tangential stresses

in the sepented cylinder. As the internal pressvw is increased, the

segmented cylinder will act as a complete cylinder as long as the

tangential stresses remain compressive. This will result in signif-

icantly smaller dilations at the bore of the segmented cylinder. How-

ever, the advantage of a segmented cylinder is its ability to transmit

and intensify an external pressure as . .in eq. (67). This

requires that the segments not be in contact at the maximum pressure.

The optimnm design would, therefore, be one in which the initial

shrinkage interface pressure is such that yielding will occur at both

the bore of the outer cylixder and the segments at the pressure which

will just produce complete separation of the se&ments.

If the segments are machined so that the contacting surfaces

are parallel in the un-stressed condition as would be required in order

to apply the Lame equations to the segmented cylinder, the complete

separation of the segments does not occur at one value of internal

pressure but occurs first at the bore and progresses outward with

increasing internal pressure. The analytical solution for this design

between the paint of initial -nd final separation is difficult since
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it becomes a statically indeterminate structures problem and the Lame

equations no lonier apply to the segmented cylirder. There :3s no konwn

solutibn to this problem.

In order to obtain an upper limit to the optimum value of

initial shrinkage interface pressure, it can be seen that it must be

less than the value which would result in simultaneous yielding of the

outer cylinder and initial separation of the segments at the bore.

The solution for this case can be obtained since the segmented cylinder

can be considered as a continuous cylinder and the Lame eouations used.

This solution will now be presented.

The Lame equations for combined internal and external pressure

and the condition of separation of the segments at the bore (i.e..

egilr = r1 -- 0) yields-

P (1 ) 2K 2 P12 . ..... (77)

It should be noted that Pi and P12 apply to the case cf sLmult.ncous

separation of thi seaments and yielding of the outer cylinder. Thus,

they are not the same as Pi and P12' as 7iven in eq. (67) which are

based on the case of complete separation of the segment.s. Thus, the

previously Eivan relationships involving, PR and P1 2 are used f.n

determine ves-Q operation pressure and cptimum confiruration. P'

and Pi2 apply only to, the question of the optimum. amount of initial

interference between the segments and the outer cylinder.

The value of * which will yield the outer cylinder, usinp

an autofrettaged cylinder of the optimu:- diameter ratio (-A .e,

K2 =2.22), is:

"i2= 707 .... (7)
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Substituting eq. (78) into eq. (77) yields:

.797 ....... (79)

Equations (78) and (79) give the pressures existing at the

bore of both cylinders at the condition of simultaneous yielding of the

outer cylinder and separation of the segments.

In order to design a vessel, it is necessary to know the

value of initial shrinkage interface pressure, P which will produce

the above condition. To obtain this initial value, a general relation-

ship between P1 2 and Pi is required which will apply as long as the

serments remain in contact. This relationship is obtained by equating

the elastic strain at the bore of the outer cylinder due to P12 to the

elastic strain at the outside surface of the segmented cylinder due to

P1 2 and Pi. The relationships for these strains are obtained from the

Lame equations and Hooke's law, resulting in the following:

2Pi - P[2 K12 (1 y) + (1+vjp 12 EK2 (1+ V2)+ (1

E1 (KI 2 - 1) 
E2 (K2 2 - 1)

(80)

The initial interface pressure, P{I, can now be determined by

calculating the chanpe in P1 2 resulting from changing Pi from the

value at pressure (Pr) to zero. The absolute value of this change in

P12 is found by substituting Pt from eq. (79) into eq. (80) which yields

SP12. The initial interface pressure is then given by:

P12 = -4 P12 .*.*.*.*.....
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where P12 is given by eq. (78).

The radial interference between the bore of the outer cylinder

and the outside diameter of the segmented cylinder prior tc assembly

can be determined from eo. (24) riven in the section on multi-layer

cylinders.

Two points are important to note with respect to the behavior

c f the thin liner and its effect upon the maximum operatinr pressure.

First, due to the high radial and tanpential stresses in the liner

at high pressure, substantial plastic flcw and extrusion in the longi-

tudinal direction may occur if no means are utilized to control the

lonritudinal stresses. Thus, a system to provide a variable longi-

tudinal compressive stress in the liner must be provided. The friction

between the liner and the segnents may be sufficient tc provide this

stress.

The second point involves the radial displacement of the

liner. Although the separation of the segments with possible failure

of the liner due to excessive strain and/or extrusion between the

segments can be minimized by the use of a pre-stressed jacket, or

possibly by pre-shapinr- the se•-.ents to retard initial separation,

even further steps may be required. A possible approach in which this

probler may be eliminated is to use a variable external pressure between

the segments and outer cylinder, as will be subsequently discussed.
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b. Thick-walled liner - solid ,uter cylit.ter. As previously

discussed, the pressure which a thick-walled --ylinder can contain can

be greatly increased by subjecting the cylbnder to an external pressure.

It would therefore appear that if one utilized the very high pressure

cc.ntaining capability of a segment-A cylinder to apply an external

pressure, extremely high internal pressures could be contained.

However, as discussed in the section on thin liners, the dilation of

the bore of the segnented cylinders at the maximum pressure may be

sufficiently large to permit plastic strains in the inner cylinder.

Therefore, on the release of the maximum pressure, reverse plastic

strains will occur in the liner similar to reverse yielding in an auto-

frettaged cylinder. Since the operating limitations of this design

are based on the values of plastic strains which can be tolerated and

since there is no known solution fo the magnitude of these strains,

no specific maximum operating piz';-e can be given. It is probable,

however, that this design offers no significant advantage over the thin

liner design.
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c. Thin liner- variable external press-- The use of a

variable external pressure senitented vessel was investi.rated by
40 41 42 43

Ballhausen , Gerard and Brayman , Fuchs , Levey and Huddlestorn

It is worthy to note that this approach has also found considerable

application in apparatus utilizinv solid pressure transmitting media,

as well as in the hydrostatic type pressure vessel of concern in this

chapter.

As previously discussed, the use of a sesnented cylinder

supported directly by an outer cylinder is theoretically limited by

the strength of the sepnents. Thus, there appears to be no advantage

to be pained strengthwise by supporting the segmented cylinder by a

variable external pressure. However, the practical limitation of the

previously discussed designs mae' not be strength alone but the amount

of dilation which can be tolerated at the bore of the segmented

cylinder. This dilation can be minimized by supporting the segmented

cylinder by a variable external pressure which is increased as some

predetermined function of the internal pressure. This is accomplished

by placinp a thin jacket around the outside surface of the semented

cylinder to prevent leakage of pressure between the segments.

The optimum condition would be to have the magnitude of the

external pressur ý such that, for all values of internal pressure, +.he

segments would be just contactinp but with no compressive tangential

stresses. This would provide the desired pressure intensification and

a minimum dilation at the bore of the segmented cylinder. However, due
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to elastic deformations of the segments, as studied by Fiorentino

34
et al this condition cannot be pre-isely obtained. However as

pointed out by Fiorentino, by proper initial shaping of the segments a

reasonable approximation of this condition can be achieved.
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-i. Thick-wallp2i liner -variable external nressure. A

logical extension of the externall1- pressurized segmented cylinder

con~cept is to use it as a n~eans of applyin:- a variable external support

to a load-bearinru or thick-aalled irnner liArer. "'r. exam~ple of such an

approach is shoinm schermaticall-,- in Fir. 11.

7he analysi s of the inner e-::linder of this desirn is

essenti a17 the sam'e as that for the tapered external cylinder Jesirn

exce~t that the e--terrial constrai-t pressu-re P-, as -iver, in. eo.(i,

.~a-- now exceel cr_ an-i approach the conoressi ve strenrt.. of the serrents

as -iven in eq. (70-). Thus, ir~corpcoratin:- e-i. (70) into ea. (M)

-ives for the ooeratinr pressure:

a- (1 -K -C 1)1

This analysls ar-ain As15SreS that the lonr'itudiral stress in

the irrer cylinier i s the. intenneliete prircipall stress. Therefore,

to use this iesi-_ to -naxdinm alvarta-;-e, it is necessary to app . a

variae-e cornressiveTnitdr& stress to the inner liner. This

car be Acccnr~plishei i a vait fwa's, incluli-~ h use of, a

sepnar-ate extern-al *.-ack, o~r byt usinr the variable external rressure as

Sh~.sche!'atically-, in Fi_:, II. Anct'her, approach is that us3ed by. Fuchs

wkherein 1,7 usInr iea~kare patthS, the Internal nrpssure aut-onatically
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supplies and cortrols the external pressure and, also, the end loadinp

of the inner liner.

From a practical standpoint it is important to note that the

limitinp factor in this design may no longer be the strength of the

cylinder "ut the compressive strength of the piston used to generate

the pressure.
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E. Surary of Pressure Vessel Deesign

The theoretical approaches to a variety of pressure vessel

designs have been discus3ed. As previously stated, the type and

construction of thQ vessel one chooses depends upon the experiment and

may range from a simple monnbl~c to a complex arrangement utilizing

several of the principles described. The decision as to which design

to use depends to a great extent upor the pressure level desired and

materials available. As a simplified -aide in such a selection, Table I

-shows a comparison of the maximum theoretical elastic pressure limits

in teams of the yield strength of the materials along with the pertinent

desimn relationship for the various oonfigdrations previously described.

These relationships are shown plotted in Fig. 12. It should be noted

that, for comparison prposes, specific assumptions, as shown in Table I,

are made concerning some of the variables in several of the design

concepts. For simplicity, the values and relationships shown are

based on the Tresca yield criterion assuming that the longitudinal

stress is intermediate. The relationships given then represent only

a Fuide and the actual design of a vessel must take into account all

possible theories and variables and those best fA.iting the actual

condition chosen. It is also important to consider that the elastic

solutiois presented along with the pressure limits shown in Table I

are eloped assuming an infinite length cylinder. In practice, the

vessel itself is not of infinite length and the pressure, in some

instances, is exerted over only a short length cf the vessel. The

effect of this will tend to make the upper pressure limit values shown
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somewhat conservative due to the restraining effects of the .mpres-

surized length of the cylinder.

There a-e several points of interest with respect to Table I

and F.g. 12. First, in the limit of diameter ratio, the elastic

pressure limit for the mult i-layer case i3 equivalent to the auto-

frettaged condition. This leeds some clarification in view of previous

statements. Referring to Fig. 3 it can be seen that the autofrettaged

case approaches oý much more rapidly than does the multi-layer case.

However, as shown by comparison of the curves for the two and three

element multi-layer cylinders, as the number of elements increases, the

zulti-layer curve more closely approaches that for the autofrettaged

case at all diameter ratios.

Due to reverse yielding the 100% autofrettaged curve, which

corresponds to the maximum elastic operating pressure, differs from the

complete overstrain curve for cylinders having diameter ratios exceed-

ing approximately 2.2. In reality an autofrettaged vessel of a diameter

ratio greater than 2.2 can be autofrettaged and operated at pressures

exceeding the yield strength and as high as the complete overstrain

pressure if recoverable plastic flow is permissible and the ductility

of the material is sufficient to withstand the strains involved. In

contrast, if the maximum elastic pressure in the multi--lyjer vessel

is exceeded, the vessel will undergo irreversible plastic flow.

As shown, the use of a variable external support, whether by

means of a direct external pressure or a tapered external cylinder,

significantly extends the elastic operating pressure over that obtained
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by autofrettaged or mi.ulti-]ayer construction. it 3hculd be noted,

however, that autcfr-ttage of the liner and outer cylinder is necessary

to achieve the elastic operating pressures shown.

The hiphest permi.ssible elastic operating pressures are

obtained by those configurations based on the use of a seigmented, rr

zctcred, cylinder. As shown in Table I, the relationship and the

maximum operatinr pressure, as shown in the second curve from the top

of Fig. 12, for the thin and thicP-walled liner - solid cuter cylinder

and the thin liner - variable external pressure ser.mented vessel

designs are the same. The only advantage, in this case, of using a

variable cuter pressure, as compared to the solid autofrettaged cuter

cylinder, is to reduce the problem of excessive strains and perhaps

extrusion of the liner.

Using a segmented vessel w'ith variable external pressure as

a means of variable support for a thick-liner has the potential nf

achievinc the highest operating pressure of those iesignf considered.

The increased elastic operating pressure of this over the thin-liner

semented vessel design is due to the strength contribution r-f the

thick-walled autofrettaged liner.

Same mention should be made of the form of the curves shown

in Fir. 12 for the sem.ented vessel desi.ns. Fir7-t, due tf the assump-

tions of minimum diameter ratios, as listed in Table I, the curves do

not extend from Kt = 1. Second, the curves are discortinuous and

effectively level off when the conditicn of .,ieldinr in the sef-ments

becomes contrcllinr. This ccnditior is defined bL the secrnd equation
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in Table I fOr each of the segmented vessel desirns where it has been

assumed that OC

In closinr, this discussion of pressure vessel design, attention

should be dra'wrn ;o two quite recent papers by ,wilson and Skelton
45and Babb which have not been previously referenced. Both papers

contain excellent reviews of nany aspects of pressure vessel design.

The latter paper also considers a number of the practical problems

associated with the choice, fabrication anI utilizatiorn of pressure

vessels and high pressure equipment.

1
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I!I. MATERIALS FOR PRESSURE IESSELS

The zhoice of materials for pressure vessels depends upon

several factors ircludin- stress level, stress state, rumber of cycles,

construction, stress discontinuities, failure criter-1on, envirornent,

etc. 1lere again, as in the case of vessel Jesi.n, it seems more

pevtinez.t in view of the wile spectrum of vessel design and application

to consider the principles of material selection rather than specific

materials for each possible application.

To start, it may be helpful to consider what properties of a

n.aterial are si-nificant in pressure vessel applications. in some

instances, the significance of the propertz' is obvious. In other cases

however, it is not so obvious and has often either been overlooked or

ne-lected resultinr in some failures.
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A. Yield Strength

Yield strength is one of those properties whose significance

is obvious and little need be said. One point worthy of mention,

however, is that, in some materials from a practical standpoint, yield

strenrth, or more appropriately fracture strength in the case of hifhly

brittle materials, is anisotropic. For example, in some high carbon

tool steels, carbide, etc., the strength in compression far exceeds

the strength in tension. In the use of such materials then, one must

consider the difference in the ability to withstand compressive versus

tensile stresses. Although usually such materials are only used where

the desimn stresses are principally compressive, one must insure that,

durin- the pressure cycle, they do not become significantly tensile

due to the pressure itself, or the presence of bending or stress

discontinuities or stress con•,entrations. For example, tungsten carbide

is a hiqhly, desirable material for the segments of segmented vessels

since the principal stress is compressive with no appreciable tensile

tan'ential stresses due to the discontinuous sections.



B. Ductility and Toughness

All too often ductility and toughness have not been considered

in the selection of a material. There has been a tendency to ration-

alize that if one can use a material of sufficient strength so that no

plastic deformation will occur, ductility and toughness are of no

importance. This often leads to the use of very high strength but

often highly brittle materials. There are several pitfalls in the

above rationalization. One may not be able to accurately predict the

actual stress level. This may be due to the inherent inaccuracy of

the design theory or the presence cf stress discontinuities, and stress

concentrations. Thus, in any vessel, one might readily encounter

either _ross or localized stresses that exceed the yield strength.

Thus, if the material has little or no ability to accomodate plastic

flowx without fracture, one will oe faced with the potential of a

catastrophic failure. Another consideration is that if autofrettage

is going to be used, then the material must have sufficient ductility

to withstand the plastic flow during autofrettage.

Toughness, or more specifically fracture toughness, is a

measure of the ability of a material to resist the propagation of a

crack. As in the case of ductility, toughness generally decreases and

thus becomes more significant with increasing strength level. Fracture

toughness is an important consideration from several standpoints. First,

as fracture toughness decreases, th6 size of a crack or defect that

can be tolerated at a given stress level decreases according to the

highly simplified relationship:
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Kic c*a (83)

where KIc is the plane strain fracture toughness, o the applied stress,

"a" the critical crack size (depth in the case cf a cylinder) and "c"

a constant. One reason for neglect of fracture toughness in pressure

vessel material selection is the obvious argument that no cracks are

present nor would be tolerated. However, one must consider that, in

some cases, very high strength materials will fr,:kcture before the

anticipated yield strength even though no observable initial cracks

are present. This can be attributed to the fact that the critical

crack size is so small that inherent material defects and discontin-

uities are sufficient to exceed the critical size prior to the yield

stress. In addition, during operation surface cracks or discontinuities

may be introduced due to the effects of metallic seals, fatigue, or

damaging environments. Obviously, it would not be desirable to have

the condition where this surface damage is sufficient te, exceed the

critical crack size for the operating stress level.

Fracture toughness is also quite important frcm the standpoint

of fatigue since the depth to which a fatigue crack can propagate

before becoming a fast or running crack is directly related to the

fracture toughness as shown in eq. (83).

Some mention should be made as to the meas-ement of toughness.

The most commonly used "measure" is an impact test usinr' either the

charpy or Izod specimen configuration. This is not a fracture tough-

ness test per se since one is measuring both the enerf- for initiation
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and propagaticn. It is, therefore, more of a qualitative comparison

type test yieldinr little, if any, quantitative information, particu-

larly at very high strength-low toughness levels. The actual measure-

ment of fracture toughness involves the use of a pre-cracked specimen

subsequently loaded in tension or bending with the load required to

cause a crack of a given size to propagate being the basis for the

computation of fracture toughness. Such measurements are becoming more

common and data is available for a large number of materials. Thus,

the use of fracture toughness data should be considered for use rather

than the impact type data.
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C. Available Materials

It may be helpful to consider briefly some of those materials

either cnrmonly used or having potential for use ir. pressure vessels.

It should be realized, .f course, that each builder or --ser of pressure

vessels has particular materials that they favor, perhaps in some

instances because they have worked in the past. If a particular

material is neglected in the following discuss4.or, it is not because it

is considered unsatisfactory, but only due to that fact that -onsidera-

tion cf -all materials or combinations would be unnecessary.

tVp tc the strenrth level of at)ro:dm.tely 180 kzi, the AISI

4140 and 43A(. classes of materials (see Table II for typical chemical

comnositions) have been vridely and successfully used for a lornz period

cf time. By low temp-zrature tempering, the strengths of these materials

have been extended to over 200 ksi. However, une pays a penalty in

tcuzhness and ductility as compared to other newer alloys.

Tr the ranre of 200-250 ksi yield strength, one has several

ch:ices of materials. The AISI S-5 and S-7 impact resistinr tco.

steels have been wiidelyr and successfully used. Fewever, !vcn a hirher

ductility and tourhness in this strength ranre can be cbtainhd in two

new families of materials ccrsistinr of the 1P nickel-cobalt quenched

ad temnered carbon steels and the 18% nickel mara~inr s-eeis. Both

of the latter materials show considerable prz.iise fcr pressure vessel

applications.

Above 250 ksi yield strength, the nu-zer o1 m-terials a-fail-

able for pressure vessel applications is quite s'PI). An 18% N-4
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maraginr steel havinp a 280 ksi strength le-vel is available, but due to

processing problems wit-h this particular allcy5 thei'e is a sigrnificant

drop in ductility and tour-hness in large section sizes as compared to

the 250 grade. Few f.rades of maraging steels with yield strenrths up

to 500 ksi are currently under develorment.

Some special tool steels having yield strengths somewhat in

excess of 300 ksi are available. Hcwever, these materials by their

very nature and strength level h-ave quite low ductility and toughness.

For pressure vessel applications inrolvinp high tensile stresses, they

must be used with extreme caution in or.ier to reduce the probability

cf brittle catastrophic fracture.

Many materials considered uiisatififactury for use in vessels

wherein hioh tensile stresses are inherent are highly adaptable to

cases such as the segments in the segmented vessel design, closures

and pistons where the principal strees is compressive. Compr-esive

yield strengths somewhat abo-e 400 ksi can be obtained with several tool

steels and zpecialty steels of .8 to 1.0% carbon content as typified

by MB-2 (Allepheny) and Versatool (Crucible).

For elevated t.nnerature (>10000 F, 5400 C) applications the

nickel based "superallo$ys", such as Rene 4l, Waspaloy and Inmornel 718,

are suitable.

The material generally used for applications irvolvinr

compressive stresses in excess of "'00 ksi is cemented carbide. Compres-

sive strenkths of as high as 600-800 ksi are obtainable with tunrsten
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carbides having a cobalt binder. The compressive strengths vary

immensely as a function of the cobalt binder content ra.girrg from

400-500 with 25% to 500-8CC ksi with 3% cobalt respectively. The

ductility, toupghness, and transverse rupture strength increase with

increasing cobalt content, which is an importar.t consideration if the

possibility of stress discontinuities or small tensile stresses exist.
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D. Environmental Factors

Aside from the obvious environment of high pressures, a

vessel may also be subjected to other factors such as high or low

temperatures and corrosive or reactive media.

Low temperatures may result in significant reductions in

toughness of the vessel material. It is important, therefore, to apply

the preceding discussion of toughness in terms of the properties of the

materiaL at the lowest onorating temperature expected.

For vessels operpting at elevated temperatures the decrease

in yield strength with increasing temperature must be considered.

Also, if the vessel is to be stbjected to high pressure and temperature

for any appreciable time, the phenomenon of creep must be considered.

Under these conditions the criterion cf failure will be stress rupture,

and the vease! desiga must be based on a compromise between maximum

operating pressure and allowable time at pressure for a given tempera-

ture. Creep and stress rupture data are readily available in the

literature or from the supoliers of high temperature alloys.

It is obvious that the use of corrosive media in high

pressure vessels should be avoided. However, when corrosive media or

media which can result in hydrogen embrittlement must be utilized, the

problem of stress corro3ion cracking must be considered. Since space

limtations of this report do not permit a ccmplete discussion of this

problem, this section is intended to serve only as a warning that this

problem exists and must be considered in vessel design. It should be
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pointed out that even such seemingly inert environments as distilled

water may produce serious stress corrosion problems under certain

conditions.
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IV. SEALS, PISTONS AND CLOSURES

The sealing of very hikh pressures is often surprisingly

easy. Since the seal can usually be designed so that the pressure

tends to force the sealing surfaces together, then the higher the

pressure the tighter the seal.

The simplest form of a high pressure seal utilizes a pre-

compressed soft material such as rubber or, plastic. This can vary from

a simple rubber washer, or so-called "Poulter" packing, to a complicated

multi-lip composite material seal. However, since these various seal

desirris are g~enerally limited to pressures less than 0.5 kb and are469

discussed at considerable length in a number of standard references

they will not be discussed in detail herein.

Although the above seals are designed for use at low pressures,

they can be used at much higher pressures provided that the seal is

completely contained and that any clearances are small enough to prevent

extrusion of the soft materiJ-al. JPowever, due to the considerable

elastic deformations of pressure vessel components, these small

clearances cannot generally be maintained at very high pressur-es

resulting in extrusion and failure of the seal.

Most very high pressure seals use a metal-to-metal conta(-

surface either alone, where it acts as both an initial and a final

seal, or in combination with one or more softer dr'f anzmble materials

to provide the initial seal. An exception to the use of a metal-to-metal

seal is the case where electrical insulation is required such as in

electrical leads pa3sing into the pressure environment. Such insulated

seals will be discussed later.
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The u.ie of metal-to-metal seals without a separate means of

obtaininp an initial seal involves some special considerations which

limit their use. Since two metal surfaces in elastic contact will

usually provide some fluid leakare path due to surface irregularities,

obtainin- an initial seal can be a problem. This can sometimes be

overcome by mechanically forcirn- the sealing surfaces together, thus

plastically deformine one or both surfaces to obtain complete initial

contact. One must be careful, however, to insure that elastic delor--

mations resultinp from the pressure do not relieve the initial preload

force thus permitting leakage at high pressures.

An example of a metal-to-metal seal without a separate means

cf obtaininr an initial seal is the cone seal which is cormmonly used

as a hiirh pressure tubing connection. This is shown in Fig. 13A and

consists simply of forcinr a conical member containing a small concentric

hole into a small conical seat in the fitting or vessel to which the

connection is beirn made. This conical member may be simply a conical

end on the thick-walled tubing itself or it may be a short cylinder

with two conical ends. This is placed between the end of the tubing

and the fittinr or vessel each of which contain3 a ratin= seat. This

t.:pe of seal is extensively used for tubing connections at pressure3

up to about 14 kb. An included cone angle of 600 is renerally used with

the anple of the cone slightly smaller than. that of the seat to assure

that initial contact will occur adlacent to the pressurized region.

A variation on the double ended cone design is the "lens

"rinr" seal shown in Fir. 13B • This consists of a short, Aouble ended
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cone ha-ing- a large included anrle, usually in the order of 150c.

This lesim is •xseful for sealing slightly larrer liameters than the

cone sea!. The matirg part to the lens ring is made with a square

ended hole slightly larper than the hole throurh the lens ring. A

large make-up forc,3- is used to deform the material adjacent to the hole

proiucinr an initial seal. As the pressure i4 increased, the radial

dilation of the lens rinr due to its internal pressure produces a

wedpinrg action which tends to increase the contact pressure between the

lens rinr and its matinr surfaces. The principal problem wish this

design is the need for very accurate alir•gTent of the two components

bein,- connected and a very ri,-iil inechanical connection.

Mest seals for very high r-essure applications are of the

ccmbinatien type, i.e., a metal-to-metal final seal with a soft

material such as an elastomer to provide an initial seal.

Depending upon their application, hiph pressure seals can.

S7enerally be divided into static and dynarn' types. A dynamic seal is

one which provides a seal between two surfaces which move relative to

each other. This can be either the case in which the seal itself moves,

such as on a r.ovinp: piston, or in which the seal itself is stationary

and seals against a moving surface, such as a piston rod "gland" seal.

A static seal is, of course, one in which there is no relative movement

between the sealing surfaces. It should be noted that some relative

motion between the sealing surfaces is virtuallyJ always present due to

elastic deformatiors of the vessel components. These deformations
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should be considered to ensure that they will not result in seal failure

due to excessive clearances or loss of initial seal.

Since most of the seals to be discussed can be adapted to

either static or dynamic applications, the following discussicn will

not be divided in this manner.

The two mcst commonly used seals for very high pressure

applications are the unsupported area or "Bridmian" seal and the wedge

rinp seal. These are shown in Fig. 14. Actually both of these designs

utilize the principal of an unsupported area. Tne fact that a portion

of the seal on the side away from the pressure is not completely

sumported results in an intensificaticn of the pressure within the seal

material. Thus, the seal exerts a pressure on the cylinder wall

-reater thazi the pressure being contained which is necessary to prevent

leakkape. The "Bridrnan"I design is most renerally used as a dynamic

seal on hij-h pressure pistons. The principal problem with this design

is the fact that the part designated as the socket in Fir. 14A must be

capable of supporting a longitudinal stress exceeding the operating

pressure. This often requires the use of very hard, brittle materials

and thus care must be taken to ensure that no stress concentrations or

bendinp stresses are present. The existence of a pressure exceeding

the operating pressure in the sealing rings may also cause "pinch off"

failure of the stem due to the radial compressive stresses. However,

through careful design and selection of materials these problems can be

overcome and this design is very successfully used for pistons operatinp

at pressures up to 30 kb.
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The wedr'e ring desimn is shown in Fig. 14B .'nd is widely

used in static seals such as vessel end closures and in dynamic seals

such as piston rod rland seals. The unsupported area in this case is

the area of the lower surface of the wedge Ping. The amount of this

unsupported area can be varied from the ful.; projected ar.ea of the

rinr- (squ&re rina) to the area of the clearancr between the closure and

the cylinder (trianru? ar ring).

The use of ý square cross-section ring in combination with

a 3eries of pre-comiwressed washers to provide the initial seal was
50

proposed and cxtensively used by Bridpran , The square rinp In

combinaticn with an "0" rin? for initial seal ha3 been widely utilized

in a number of applications includinr the autofrettage of large gun
26

tubes . Such a desirn is quite ussfuJ. in applications involving one,

or a few pressure applications and where surface finishes and tolerances

are r,.ot closely controlled.

The trianpular cross-section wedge ring hao been proposed by
51

Newhall in conjunction with a "U" type packing to provide an initial

seal, and subsequently utilized in ccmbination with & variety of

techniques for initial sealing,. Due to th- small unsupported area,

better surface finishies are required to ensuy? that the initial seal

is maintainad. This seal can also be used as a d-namic seal. However,

its life is limited by wearing away of the relatively thin vcdge ring.

It can be used in static applications repeatedly, without replacing

the wedp'e rinr., if the ring is made of a relatiVel, hard inaterial which
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will elastically recover on release of pressure. An exa-.ple of this

application is in vessel closures which must be opened and closed

between pressure cycles.

As shown ir Fi 14. 1B, a rubber C-tin- is usually i 'sed to

provide the iritial seal in this Jesivn. Hcwever, ether types of

initial seals and combinations of O-rinrs and back-up rings can be

used dependinp on the specific applications.

The selection of the material for the final seal ring in

the Bridnnan seal (Fig. IA) or wedge ring (Fig. 14B) is based or a

compromrise. It must. have the ability to plastically deform sufficiently

to conform, to the sealed surfaces but must have sufficient hardness

to resist extrusion into the clearance between the closure and cylinder.

At relatively low pressures such materials as nylon, -ndId steel,

copper and various brasses and bronzes are commeonly used. At higher

pressures beryllium copper and hardened aluminum alloys are suitable

for both dynamic and static conditicns. For static seals, nickel

alloys such as monel are very useful due to their very hiph strain

hardening, capabilities thus retardinr extrusion. In selectinr a

material for this application, consideration must also be given to the

possibility cf tIrallinc" or cold weldinr of the rin4 and cylinder

materials.

Foi specific applicaticns, ore micht consider combining

various features of the two desimns. For example, as proposed by

Newhall , wed-e rings can be used as anti-extrusion rinrs in the

Bridmnan seal In very hi-h pressure applications.
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Another method of obtaining the effect of a high pressure

seal, without any actur.l seal in the usual sense, is the controlled

clearance principle. If some method can be devised to control the

clearance between a finely lapped piston and cylinder at some very

small value in the order of a few microinches, the fluid leakage, even

at pressures up to 15 kb, can be maintained at tolerable levels. This

peinciple permits the design o2 very low friction piston and cylinder

devices. This controlled clearance can be accomplished by applying a

separately controlled external hydrostatic or mechanical pressure on

the outside of the cylinder. By observing the leakage rate and the

frictional force (usually by rotating the piston) simultaneously,

this external pressure, and thus the clearance, can be maintained at a

mininrim possible value.

For high temperature applications, one must insure that the

initial sealing material can withstand the temperatures involved. At

very high temperatures, it may be necessary to use an all metal seal.

This may be accomplished by using a mechanical force to obtain the

i:itial seal although this may result in the problers mentioned

prsviously. A series of progressively softer metallic rinps may some-

times be used in place of the elastomer seal. There are also some

commercial, all metal initial seals available such as metal 0-rings

or metal lip seals.

The most conmonly used electrical insulating seal was again
50

discussed by Bridm.an after a suggestion by Amagat and is shown in

Fig. 15. The electrode is a hardened tool steel with electrical leads
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resistance welled or soldcred to both ends. The irsulating core may

be of a rnmber of materials deronjdng on the pressure ar.i cperatirr

conditions. For pressures up to aboat 10 kb, a plastic such as nylcn

can be used. The Preatest pressures can be obtained by makinr this

plastic cone as thin as possible without shorhino the electrode to

"aound. If the insulatinp cone is constructed of pyrophyllite or

certain ceranics, this seal car. be used up to pressures of 3C kh or

treater.

In practice, one usually requires a number of electrica2

leads passint into the pressure chanber, This can. be accomplished k-

havin- a multiplicity of electrcdes of the type showr in Fir. :5

that are completeS" ldenen'ent or have a coricrn pcrt crn
6

pressure side as proposed by P,:it. Another approa.Th is that pronucsed
53

by rlosser and Younr , as shown schematically .r, Fir.16 whterein

multiple leads are introduced by beinr inbedded in a moldel epc.:

shell which acts as the insulatcr. Such a confimurat4cr 's •-e-crted to

work well tc pressures of 10 kb.

There are, cf course. many other insulated seal leslrns in

aiditicn to those cited above. Hcwever, most are li-ite: to nressures

below approximately 10 kb. The Bridmr.ar. type appears to be the most

reliable over the entire pressure ranre of concern.

Only a few of the many pcssible ard workable seal lesimns

for hip'h pressure applications have been discussed. There Is a oreat

runmbr of ir-erinus deLrns dev:loped by vtriots lesirnerd an. resaarchers

to suit theuir oxrt4cular necaE. Loweve-, the b.ic is•,-.z :.resented
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herein, with modifications and in combination with standard practices

from the lower pressure hydraulics technolo~v, can be used to solve

virtually all h3 sh pressure seal probiems.



V, SUPPCRT OF END CLOSURES

At this stage, attention should be drawn to an aspoct of

high pressW-'e vessel desirn to which inadequate consideration is often

4, •ven. This is the problem of supporting the end closures of the
vessel. In mary very high pressure vesselz; the end closures are

supported by an external press or frame, as shown in frig. 10, which

?arries the force prcduced by the action of the pressure on the end

closures. In this case, the problem is to design a press which will

support this force without excessive deflection that could cause seal

failure.

The problem of primary concern is the case of tie closed end

vessel in which the end load on the closures is supported by the walls

of the vessel itself. Design errors in the region of the end closure

attachment point have been the prime cau3e of the maJority of unexpected,

catastrophic failures of very high pressure vezseis.

The problems with end closure support usually arise from the

combined effects of the uniform longitudinal stress resulting from the

end force, the longitudinal bending stresses resulting frcm the

pressurs discontinuity at the seal, and the stress concentrations

arising from -- ometrical factors involved with the seal and the closure

attachment. The radial and taniential streszes produced by the pressure

itself may also contribute. As before, a discussion of specific designs

is not considered xpapropriate or practical. However, a general dis-

cussic'n of some of the sirnifi'cant factors involved will follow.
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Seal Location - In order to avoid as much interaction of the

above stresses as possible, the closure attach•nent point should be

located some distance removed from the point of seal.

Stress Concentrations - All stress concentrations such as

cross holes, grooves, keyways and threads should be removed from the

immediate area of the point of seal. If geometric discontinuities

cannot be avoided in this area, generous radii should be provided at

all re-entrant corners.

Threads - The most common method of closure attachment is

by means of threads on the cylinder. Although this chapter is not

intended to be a text on thread design, the following points, unique to

pressure vessel design, should be noted.

Avoid fine threads. They are subject to failure resulting

from reduction of bearing area due to radial dilation of the cylinder.

Fine threads cannot be made with sufficiently large root radii to avoid

severe stress concentrations. Also, they have a strong tendency to

,all in pressure vessel application although this problem can be some-

what reduced by usinr interrupted threads.

In multi-layered cylinders, the cylinder threads should

rererally, not be machined into the inner cylinder. This will usually

result in the entire lonritudinal force on the end closure being

supported by the inner cylinder in the region of the seal, thus

producing ver. hi.h loncitudinal stresses in this region. To eliminate

this problem, the closure should be supported bly one of the outer
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elements, preferably the outer-most. It is also preferable to place

the threads on the outside surface of the supporting element since

this surface is less highly stressed.

In desipning a thread in a vessel, consideration must be

given to the effect of the radial component of the bearing stress

between the bearing faces of the thread. In a relatively thin-walled

cylinder, this can result in high radial dilations and high tangential

stresses. For this reason a "buttress" thread is often used for this

application. The standard 7 depree flank angle buttress thread, how-

ever, produces high bending stresses at the thread root. Recent
54

studies have shown a modified buttress thread with a 20 degree flank

angle and a ranerous root radius to be an optimum thread design for

many pressure vessel applications.
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The forepoir- discussicn is not intended to be a complete

review of the state-of-the-art in higrh pressure equipment or a survey

of com•merciall. available systems and components. It is intended only

to present the basic desirn principles app'icable to the desi,ýn of

any hiph pressure system. For a detailed discussionr of specific designs

and commercial suppliers of high pressure equipment, the reader is

referred to References 55, 28, 45 and 48.
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Figure 13. Cone and Lens Ring Seals.
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